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PREFACE
Thc Encrgy Policy Act of 1992 (thc Act) transfers responsibility for thc gascous diffusion plants
(GDPs) at Portsmouth, Ohio, and Paducah, Kcntucky, from the Dcpartmcnt of Encrgy (DOE) to
the newlv created United States Enrichmcnt Corporation (USEC) cffcctive July 1, 1993. The Act
requires the Nucicar Regulatory Commission (NRC) to stablish regulatory standards by October
1994 which the NRC will use to ccrtify and regulate the GDPs. Until NRC assumes regulatory
oversight for the GDPs, USEC will assume responsibility for the plants under DOE requirements and
oversight for nuclear safety and safeguards and security.
DOE's nuclear safety and safeguards and security programs derive their authority from the DOE
orders system. However, not all DOE orders have rui.ier safety or safeguards and security
implications for the GDPs. The primary purpose 6f this doculent is to dcfinc the critical set of
nuclear safety and safeguards and security requirements and the bases for DOE regulatory oversight
that are essential for the continued safe and secure operations of the GDPs. This document applies
to DOE regulatory oversight from July 1, 1993. until the NRC issues regulatory standards, certifies
compliance, and/or approves a plan for compliance and assumes regulatory oversight for the GDPs.
The document describes how the applicable requirements arc implemented at the GDPs and
how these requirements will continue to be met during the period of DOE oversight.
A secondary purpose of this document is to make information available to the NRC regarding
the DOE safety and safeguards and security bases for the GDPs; these may be useful to the NRC
in devcloping regulatory standards for the GDPs.
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EXECUTIVE SUNMIARY

The Energy Policy Act of 1992 (the Act) transfcrs responsibility for thc gascous diffusion plants
(GDPs) at Portsmouth. Ohio, and Paducah. Kcntucky, from the Departmcnt of Energy (DOE) to
the newly created United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) cffectivc July 1, 1993. Thc Act
requires he Nuclear Rcgulatory Commission (NRC) to establish regulatory standards by October
1994 which the NRC will use to crtify and rgulatc the GDPs. Until NRC assumes rgulatory
oversight for the GDPs, USEC will assume responsibility for thc plants under DOE requirements and
oversight for nuclear safety and safeguards and security. In support of this DOE oversight, this report
*

defines the essential safety and safeguards and security requirements for GDP operations,

*

defines a continuing framework of safety and safeguards and security requirements for rD'L
oversight of the GDPs until regulatory oversight for the GDPs is assumed by NRC.

*

proxidcs information with respect to overall GDP safety, and

*

proides information that may be useful to NRC in the development of regulatory standards for
the GDPs.

To accomplish these objectives, this report contains five chapters that present the following
information:
*

introduction and background;

*

plant safety. safcty analyses, and historical DOE oversight programs;
safety and safeguards and security requirement3 and how they will be implemented during the
period of DOE oversight;

*

DOE's oversight plan for nuclear safety and safeguards and security at the GDPs; and

*

conclusions.
The information contained in this report supports the following conclusions.

1.

The plans arc currently operating safcly under DOE nuclear safety and safeguards and security
managcmcnt and oversight program. This conclusion is supported by the results of both routine
DOE audits and appraisal programs and special assessments.

2

Tc proven safety of the original GDP design has been enhanced through upgrade projects and
the application of lessons learned over the GDPs' operational lifetimes. This conclusion is
reinferced by the 1985 Final Safety Analysis Rcports (FSARs), revisions to the FSARs, and the
Operational Safety Rcquiremcnts(OSRs). (PGDP KY-374. KY-315, and upgrades; PORTS
GAT/GDP 1073 and GAT/GDP-1074 Parts A through L).

3.

The plants can continue to operate safely and securely under the implementation requirements
set forth in Chapter 3.

xv

4. The USEC's commitment to continue to meet these requirements coupled with DOE's
regulatory oversight plan set forth in Chapter 4 provide adequate assurance that the plants will
continue to meet the implementation requirements and operate safely under DOE regulatory
oversight.

xvi

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 GASEOUS DIF}FUSION PROCESS
Two operating plants in the United Sta.cs use gaseous diffusion echnology to enrich uranium
for govcrnmcnt programs and commercial customers, primarily electric utilities that operatc nuclear
power plants. These arc the Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PORTS), located on 3800 acres
in Pike County, Ohio, and the Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant (PGDP), located on 3423 acres in
MtcCrackcn County, Kentucky. Presently Martin Miarictta Energy Systems, Inc., (Energy Systems)
operates the to plants for the Department of Energy (DOE).
The gascous diffusion enrichment process uscs the UF, form of uranium, which is a white,
crystalline solid at ambient conditions and a gas at process conditions. The enrichment method
incrcascs 2"U concentrations by physical processes; the UF% gas is not chemically altered.
The gaseous dilfusion process employs a series of compressors and convcrters to enrich the 235U
isotope of the process gas. The fundamental building block of the process consists of a compressor
and a converter and is known as a stagC. Stages arc grouped together in series to form cells. The
cells are then interconnected to provide what is,known as a cascade. Thc compressors, which arc
driven by electric motors, arc used to circulate the process gas and maintain flow through the cascade.
The converters contain porous tubes or barriers through which the process gas is diffused. In each
convener, 2 portion of the process gas diffuses through the barrier and is fed to the next higher stage,
with the undiffused gas being recycled to the next lower stage. The diffused stream is slightly
enriched with respect to 2 5U, while the undiffused stream is depieted of =5U to the samc degree.
Each stage also contains a gas cooler to remove the heat of compression from the prcess gas and
a control valve for process control. (See Figs. 1-1 and 1-2, which depict a stage and a ccll,
respectively.) The output of PGDP is now one of the fed streams to PORTS.
PORTS can produce 7.9 million separative work units (SWUs) annually at a rated pwer
consumption of 2100 megawatts (MW). while PGDP can produce 113 million SWs annually at its
rated powcr consumption of 3040 MW. Thc maximum assay at PGDP is currently limited to 2 wI
% 5U. PORTS uses PGDP's product as enriched fecd and can enrich product to nearly 20 wt *
35U. Safety documentation has bn submitted, and modifications arc in progress to increase the
maximum PGDP assay. When the regulating authority approves the safety documentation and when
:he modifications arc complcted, PGD? will be able to produce assay at up to S wt % '"U. PORTS
also produced fully cnriched uranium until 1992.
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Fig. 1. Typical gaseous diffusion stage.
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The Energy Policy Act of 1992 transfer responsibility for the gaseous diffusion plants (GDPs)
at Portsmouth. Ohio. and Paducah. Fentucky, from the Department of Energy (DOE) to the newly
created United Statcs Enrichment Corporation (USEC) effective July 1 1993. Thc Act rquires he
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) to establish regulatory standards by October 1994 which the
NRC will use to certify and rcgliate the GDPs. Until NRC assumes rgulatory oversight for the
GDPs. USEC sill assumc responsibility for the plants under DOE requirements and oversight for

nuclear safety and safeguards and security.

2

DOE requirements for nuclear safety and safeguards and security arc derived from the DOE
Orders sstem. However, not all DOE Orders have nuclear safety or safeguards and security
implications for the GDPs. Only those orders that address nuclear safety and safeguards and security
requirements applicable to the GDPs are discussed in this report.
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this report is to:

*

define the essential nuclear safety and safeguards and security requirements for continued safe
and secure GDP operations,

*

outline the framework of nuclear safety and safeguards and security requirements for DOE
oversight of GDP operations. which uill continue until NRC assumes regulatory oversight of
the GDPs;

*

provide information to the NRC with respect to overall GDP safety; and
p
provide
information which may be useful to NRC in developing its regulatory standards for
GDPs.

1.4

REPORT STRUCTURE

This report consists of five chapters including this introduction. Chapter 2 discusses the
historically safe operation of the GDPs. the DOE oversight programs with respect to the GDPs and
the safety characteristics of the plants as documented in safety analysis and hazards assessments.
Chapter 3 defines safety objectives, implementation requirements to meet these objectives the
manner in which implementation requirements arc met, and summarizes the status of conformance
with these requirements. The GDPs ill operate under DOE oversight with respect to these
requirements until the NRC assumes regulatory oversight responsibility for the GDPs.
Chapter 4 describes the DOE oversight plan for nuclear safety and safeguards and security of
the GDPs during the interim period, and Chapter S presents the conclusions drawn from the review.

1.4

2. SAFEY OF GDPs
The safcty of PORTS and PGDP operations is demonstrated by the excellent nuclear and
process safety record established by more than 40 years of operation at ach of the plants and by the
analysis of postulated accidents and anticipated operational incidents. In addition, through DOE's
oversight and Energy Systems' corporate responsibility, numerous periodic and spccial reniews and
assessments have been conducted to ensure continued safe operations. For safety significant
incih- nts, internal and external investigations are systemically employed to ensure that incident
precursors and root causes arc identified and addressed to prevent recurrence.
This section describes the safety basis for current GDP operations through a discussion of the
folloving:
*

The early history of the DOE enrichment complex and the significant safety improvements at
the plants, including those identified from analysis of significant incidents experienced within the
complex;

*

Tbe low leels of off-site hazardous releases resulting from recent operating experience;

*

The safety basis as described in the Safety Analysis Reports (SARs), including discussion of the
hazards and accident scenarios;

*

Maintenance of safety documentation;

*

The limitations on plant operation contained within the Operational Safety Requirements
(OSRs):

*

Thc effccts of plant aging on safety;

*

Efforts to upgrade the safety documentation to meet current DOE requirements; and

*

Historical DOE oversight of GDPs.
1 SAFETY DEMONSTRATED BY OPERATING ISTORY

PORTS and PGDP were constructed in the early 1950s to supply enriched uranium to both the
United States Government Weapons Production Program and to the Atomic Energy Program.
Through more than 100 years of collective operating experience (including the K-25 Site in Oak
Ridge which operated from 1945 to 1985), the gaseous diffusion enrichment facilities have been
characterized by an attention to process safety and have proven to be well designed for the wide
variety of operating conditions that have been experienced.
Du&.ng the more than 100 years of collective operating experience, no incidents at any of the
GDPs have caused death or serious injury to plant personnel from exposure to radioactive materials
or radiation. Likcwise. no incidents at any of the GDPs have resulted in off-site releases of radiation
or radioactive materials that could cause committcd doses in excess of established limits. This
excellent operating record attests to the quality of the safety measures designed into the GDPs and
to the safety consciousness of facility personnel. particularly because much of this operating history
2-1

occurred when the requirements for environmcntal protection. safety, and health protection were less
stringent than they are today. The safety consciousness during this period has also been enhanced
by the incorporation into daily operations of the icssons earned from operating experience.
Furthermore, DOE and the operating contractors have continually upgraded the technology at the
GDPs to enhance safety, production capacity, and overall cMcicncy. These activities are described
briefly in the following sections.
2l.1 Early History
The first full-production-size GDP was built on the K-25 Site in Oak Ridge, Tennessee, as part
of the original Manhattan Project in World War 1l. The gaseous diffusion processes at the K-25 Site
are shut down and arc no longer used to enrich uranium. Although the K-2S GDP performed safely
throughout its entire operating life, the Iessons learned from its early operations provided insights on
design, construction. and operational improvements that were used to enhance safety at the two
currently operating GDPs, built during the early 1950s. Examples of the enhancements incorporated
in the design, construction, and operations of PORTS and PGDP include:
*

surveys to detect uranium deposits in the process system,

*

improvements in the handling of UF, cylinders;

*

replacement of carbon chemical traps in the seal exhaust systems with alumina traps, eliminating
a reaction threat; and

*

installation of UF4 containment autoclaves.

2.12 Cascadc Improvement Program and Cascadc Uprating Programs
Although the enrichment complex was originally constructed to produce nuclear weapons-grade
enriched uranium, the 1960s brought an added mission for these plants, the production of low
enriched uranium (LEU) for civilian nuclear power plants. To fulfill this mission in an era of
increasing orders for new civilian nuclear power plants and increasing demand for enriched uranium,
the efficiency and capacity of the three GDPs were increased. The $ t.4 billion Cascade Improvement
Plan (CIP) and Cascade Uprating Program (CUP) significantly increased efficiency and capacity; both
were initiated in the early 1970s and completed in the early 1980s. The CIP increased the separative
efficiency of the GDPs through installation of more efficient gaseous diffusion barriers and larger
equipment and by improving the flow of the uranium hexafluoride gas. The CUP increased the
production capacity of the plants. For each change, technological improvements were made to the
original dsign and construction of the GDP. The design of these upgrades also incorporated
appropriate safety improvements based, in part, upon the GDP operating experience between the
1950s, when the plants were initially built, and the early 1970s, when the upgrades were designed and
installed. UlJtimatcly, the combined effect of the CIP and CUP programs was to increase the overall
separative capacity of the GDPs by 58% at substantially lower cost than would be expended on
designing and constructing equivalent new facilities. As part of these modifications, the following
safety improvements were made to the plants:
*

UF, Ieak detectors,

2-2

*

doubic-wall bcllows on thermal expansion joints. and

*

improvemcnts to compressor seals.

21.3 Formal Review of Operating Experience
In addition to the early lessons learned at the K-25 Sitc, the sharing of operating expericncc and
the investigation of incidents have further enhanced the safety programs at PORTS and PGDP.
Significant incidents have typically been the subject of formal, structured reviews that included a
detailed review of the circumstances surrounding the events, and the identification of the root or
apparent causes of the events, the development of corrective action(s) to prevent the recurrence of
the particular events and similar events. DOE has initiated and led reviews of the more significant
events. In many other cases, DOE did not deem the event to be sufficiently significant to merit a
DOE-lcd review, and the DOE Management and Operations (M&O) contractor for the sites
(presently Martin Marietta Energy Systems, Inc., previously Union Carbide for PGDP and K-25 until
1984, and Goodyear Atomic for PORTS until 1986) conducted the reviews. Two significant incidents
which were examined in this manner arc described below as examples of this process.
Event

Co rective Action

Safety Improvement

Hydrocarbon oil reacted with
liquid UF6 in a cylinder at
K-25 in 1975. The cylinder
ruptured. but less than 20
pounds of UF6 were released.
No irreversible health effects
to plant workers and no offsite releases above established
limits occurred.

Use of hydrocarbon oil sealed
pumps without an in-line trap
which can hold the entire oil
contents of the pump to purge
cylinders was prohibited.

The risks of UF6 reaction
and of personnel exposure to
UF 6 were reduced.

A 14-ton UF, cylinder (in
liquid state) was dropped from
a straddle carrier and ruptured
at PORTS in 1978. No
irreversible health effects to
plant workers and no off-sitc
rcicascs above established
limits occurred.

Maintenance practices for
straddle carriers were
improved, administrative
controls to enhance the safety
of cylinder moves vcrc
designed, and subsequently
procedures were revised to
prohibit moving UF 6 cylinders
in the liquid state straddle
carriers.

The risk of cylinders being
dropped during handling and
of personnel exposure to
UP6 was reduced.

In addition to conducting formal reviews of specific incidents, representatives of the operating
plants (including K-25 when gaseous diffusion operations were being conducted there) and technical
experts have been meeting regularly to share the lessons learned from operating experiences related
to safety and operational issues.
More recently the DOE requirements have been changed to institute a more formal process
of reporting safety significant occurrences throughout the DOE complex. These requiremcnts, which
include the investigation of root causc(s), the development of corrective actions, and the preparation
of initial and follow-up reports, arc described in Scct. 3.2.
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2.1.4 Rcccnt Opcrating Expcricncc
Both sites have active programs to monitor and control nvironmcntal releases and personnel
radiation exposures. Thesc programs include cxtcnsive rquiremcnts for reporting to DOE (.g.,
performance indicators and annual cnvironmental reports) and rsponsible environmental protection
agencies. As shown in the following paragraphs, PGDP and PORTS release only a minute quantity
of the UF6 handled every year and rcicase minimum quantities of radionuclides; thercefore, individual
exposures arc limited to extremely low doses of radioactivity.
2.1A.1 Uranium Rcleases
The quantity of uranium released to the atmosphere has decreased significantly in recent years
(as shown in Fig. 2-1) because procedure development, training, and conduct of operations have been
emphasized. Aside from the 14-ton cylinder release at PORTS in 1978 (which is discussed in Sect.
2.2.2.2), the release data demonstrates the effectiveness of the application of lessons learned by the
decreasing trend of the 7elease quantities. More than 95% of the total releases occurred before 1970.
Less than 1% of the total releases has occurred in the last 12 years.
2.1.4.2 Radionuclides
Radionuclide Rccases
Radionuclide release monitoring programs are designed to comply with federal and state
environmental regulatory requirements and DOE Orders. To ensure compliance, potential and actual
sources of any rleases must be identified, controls must be implemented to abate emissions within
specified limits, anid routine measurements must be taken to demonstrate compliance. Plant emissions
must comply with National Emissions Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) as
mandated by EPA Thc NESHAP standard for air emission from plant operations at the GDPs is
10 mRemyear.
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A risk-cquivalcnt dosc cquivalent is used to estimate health effect risks to exposed persons and
to the public from GDP operations. Thc effective dosc equivalent (EDE) is a weighted sum of dosc
equivalents to specified organs. During the last scvcral ycars, thc maximum potential 50-ycar
committed EDE to any individual from airborne emissions has bccn a fraction of a millirem in any
one year. Thus, the rclcascs to the public have becn well below the NESHAP standard allowable
limit of 10 mRcm/year.
Watczbornc Rleas
Waterbomc radionuclide emissions are monitored through the National Pollutant Discharge
Elimination System (NPDES) process. Measured plant discharges have insignificant to no noticeable
effect on radioactivity lcvels in the receiving waters. Conservative estimates of EDEs from
waterborne discharges are much less than the Environmcntal Protection Agency (EPA) public
drinking water limit of 4 mRem/year for beta-cmitting radionuclides in a public water supply and are
much less than the DOE limit of 100 mRcmyear for all exposure pathways (waterbomc plus
airborne).
21.43 Expcxurc levels
Radiation levels at the GDPs are inherently low, and both sites include all on-site workers in
personnel monitoring programs. As shown in Figs. 2-2 and 2-3 for PGD P and PORTS, respectively,
the average doses for personnel arc on the order of several mRcm, and the cumulative dose received
on-sitc by all personnel is normally less than 25 person-rem per quarter. The average dose per
person on-sitc has been less than 10 mRcm for both sites for the past 2 years and generally no more
than a fcw tenths of mRcm. The maximum annual deep penetrating dose for each plant is on the
order of 250 mRcm. This dose is inconsequential when compared to the current annual exposure
limit. 5000 mRcm for the DOE and the NRC per DOE Order 5480.11 and per 10 CFR Part 20
(NRC requirement). Note that typically PORTS personnel receive a higher dose than PGDP
personnel. This is due to the handling of higher assay material at PORTS than PGDP.
2.2 SAFEY ANALYSIS SUMMARY FOR TIE GASEOUS DIFFUSION PLANTS
Documented safety analyses of nuclear and nonnuclear operations and facilities have been
required for many years. In response to these requirements, various safety analyscs have been
conducted in conjunction with overall plant evaluations, specific modifications, and operational
occurrences. Since the initial requirements relating to safety analysis were issued, DOE has modified
its requirements in this area to require increased documentation rigor and formality and to reflect the
evolution of safety analysis techniques. The current requirements for the performance and
documentation of safety analyses arc described in Sect. 3.17.
This section (1) summarizes the types of potential hazards associated with GDPs that could
affect public health and safety; (2) presents an overview of the analyses of postulated accidents and
abnormal conditions presented in the Final Safcty Analysis Reports (FSARs) for PORTS and PGDP,
which demonstrate that the GDPs can be operated safely and which, in conjunction with the OSRs,
provide an cnvelopc for safe operations; and (3) discusses the measures employed to address the
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potcr.:. l impact of aging on plant safety. Bccausc DOE's safety analysis requirements have changed
since te issue of the FSARs, this section also includcs a brief description of efforts underway to

enhance these analyses to comply with the current DOE requirements.
2241 Gaseous Diffusion Plant Hazards
UF^, is the primary hazard of concern at the diffusion plants. Principally, this is because of the
chemical toxicity of UF6 and its reaction products and because of the radioactivity and toxicity of
uranium. In addition, in a UF6 release to the atmosphere, UF6 reacts exothermically with water vapor
in the air to create IF which is a highly toxic material. A previous NRC study compared the toxicity
of uranium and HF to 10 CFR Part 100 off-site radiation guidelines, which NRC uses for reactor
regulation. These comparisons and studies performed for releases of large quantities of UF6 revealed
that the primary concern to the health and safety of the public is the chemical toxicity of UFj and
its reaction products.
us, any significant risk to the health and safety of the public would arise
from the chemical toxicity of the materials used in the operation of the GDPs rather than from their
radioactive properties. Nevertheess, radioactive properties of uranium have been considered in the
safety analyses.
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Table 21 lists the major potential hazards involved in the current operations of the GDPs.
Thcsc hazards represent a compilation of the hazards considered in cach plant's SAR and the
Justification for Continued Operation reports for each plant complcted subsequent to the SARs.
.

Table 2-1. Major Potcntial Hazards at GDPs
l

I

Hazard
Fire
Radiation
Contamination

|

Initiator or
operation

Consequence

Lubc oil system

UF6rclease

Yes

Transformer/capacitor
Normal operations

PCB release
Uranium compounds
Tcchnetium

Yes
No
No

Inadvcrient Criticality
Equipment failure

Transuranics
Radiation burst
actylene in N2 system
(PORTS only)

No
No 2

Support/control system
failure

sec chemicals below

Yes

UF 6 release
ClF 3 release

Yes
No

F release
HF release
Freon release
Fc rlease

Ye
Yes
No
Ye

Release of Uranium
compounds

No

Maintcnancz

I xplosion

Potential
off-sitc
Effects?'

No

Operator error

Chemicals

Natural phenomena
Hydrocarbon oil liquid UF6
Equipment failure
Support/control system
failure
Operator error

UF6 release

Natural phenomena

Ys

'Thc potential off-site effects column reflects a conservative assessment of unmitigated
consequences for postulated bounding accidents involving the subject hazards.
2Criticality events do not result in direct radiation consequences off site.
Criticality events are not considered to have a potential impact on the public. Because criticality
produces primarily local radiation effects, the expected consequences are limited to the on-site
workers with no off-sitc effects to the public health and safety. No significant fission product release
and transport arc anticipated from an inadvertent criticality event.
Each of the potential hazards is discussed further in the following sections.
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222 Safety Analysis Reports
PGDP and PORTS each has produced a FSAR hetween 1980 and 1985, in accordance with
DOE Orders 5480.IA and 5481.1A. Thcsc ordcrs were thc govcrning rcquircmcnts for safety analysis
at that time. (Sec Scct. 2.4.) These documents identify the major safety events (major hazards,
initiators, and sequences) and establish an envelope for safe operations, which is defined in the OSRs.
Thc FSARs analyzed the unique risks associated with the operation of the GDPs, examined the
impact of these hazards during accident and process upset conditions, and evaluated the risk to both
on- and off-sitc personnel.
During FSAR development, significant reliance was placed on operational experience,
engineering judgment, an in-depth understanding of the overall operation and associated hazards, and
senior staff with first-hand experience and understanding of the theory and operations. Credible
accident scenarios were developed by (1) examination of previous accident reports and reports of
significant events, (2) discussions with personnel possessing extensive practical knowledge of plant
operations. and (3) engineering analyses of theoretical situations. Maximum credible consequences
associated with on- and off-site personnel exposure to toxic materials and radionuclides were also
analyzed. In the absence of comprehensive reliability data for GDP systems and components, many
of which are unique to the GDPs, estimates of the likelihood of postulated accidents were made,
based upon engineering judgment, to permit the qualitative evaluation of risks. The FSARs detail
the rationale for these estimates.
The guidelines used for the qualitative risk determination are provided in Fig. 2-4 and Table 2-2.
The risk of the individual events postulated is defined by the probability and consequence of each
event.
22

1 Important operational parameters

The two most significant parameters related to safe operations of the GDPs are maximum.
cascade power level and 2 5U assay. Power level principally determines the cascade operating
pressure, in-proccss UF, inventory, and the production level of the plant. The maximum power levels
are 3040 MW for PGDP and 2100 MW for PORTS. Assay levels also relate to the risk of an
inadvertent criticality; as a general rule, the higher the assay, the smaller the amount of material
required for criticality. Te maximum assay production is 2% for PGDP and less than 20% for
PORTS. PGDP is performing modifications and analyses to increase its maximum assay to %.
PORTS, before the suspension of highly enriched uranium (HEU) production in 1992, could produce
assays greater than 90%.
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Table 2-2. Hazard rating scalc

NI1Mximum Conscgucnce

Hazard Lcvcl
7 CATASTROPHIC

Extremel serious on- and off-si c impact for lengtth periods of time
Large gecographical areas and large population groups affected

l.-.ee number
6 EXTREMELY HIGH

5 HIGH

of fatalities. both on- and off-site

Extremely serious on-site impact to large numbers of people and to the
environment
Many on-sitc fatalities and possible fatalities to the public located on
adjacent properties
Moderate impact beyond the exclusion area2
Extremely serious on-sitc impact and considerable impact on the
environment

4 MEDIUM

____________________

3 LOW

Multiple fatalities among operating and other on-site personnel
Moderate health and safety concerns to the public located close to the site
Minor impact off-site beyond the exclusion area
Scrious on-site impact and significant impact within the exclusion area and
to the environment
Fatality. severe ijury, or severe illness to operating personnel
Sianificant health concern to workers at nearby facilities
Few people off-site seriously affected

Sienificant on-site but only minor off-site impact
Moderate injury or creation of moderate health concerns for operating
personnel

2 EXTREMELY LOW

Minor health and safety concerns for nearby facility workers
Slieht contamination of off-site environs
Minor on-site but no off-site impact
Slight injury or illness to operating personnel

Local facility contamination requiring only routine procedures to control
or correct
No health and safety concerns for workers at nearby facilities

I NEGLIGIBLE

Detectable on-site and no off-site impact
No identifiable safety and health consequences
Negligible contamination of the environment

'This is the hazard rating scale used in the PORTS and PGDP FSARs.
area is the area surrounding the facility in which the owner has the authority to
determine all activities, including exclusion or removal of personnel and property from the area.
2Exclusion
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The orcrating pressure is important in the event of a process system boundary breach. Most
stages of the cascade operate at pressures below atmospheric pressure. At operation above
atmospheric pressure, leakage of UF, to the environment is possible. To estimate the potential for
UF, releases from the cascade, the pressure distribution in the cascade should be understood.
The cascade pressure distribution is dctermined by power level, cascade configuration (number
and location of on-strcam cells), and, to a lesser extent, depleted and product withdrawal assay. To
perform this process function, the compressors add significant amounts of energy to the UF 6 process
gas. As a consequence. the process pressure in each stage is highest at the outlet of the compressors.
Based on the overall cascade arrangcmcnt, the highest pressures within the cascade arc in the larger
equipment sections of the cascade. In a typical stage, the pressure drops significantly through the
barrier for the A or enriched stream such that this portion of each stage throughout the cascade
is less than atmospheric pressure up to the next higher compressor in the cascade. Tbe B or
depleted stream does not experience as significant a pressure drop through the converter as the "AO
stream does. In some portions of the cascade, the BE stream may be entirely above atmospheric
pressure at higher power levels. For a typical stage operating above atmospheric pressure,
approximately 30% of the process boundary surface area will experience this higher pressure, while
the remaining 70% area will experience substantially less pressure and always remain subatmospheric.
To illustrate this reaction, Fig. 2-5 shows a typical stage with representative high pressures. In this
figure, the B' stream pressure is approximately 13 psia while the Am stream pressure is less than
4 psia. Even under maximum PB) stream pressure conditions of approximately 20 psia, significant
portions of the cascade operate at subatmospheric pressures. Also, should the cascade be shut down,
system pressure will fall to below atmospheric, regardless of initial operating power level.
To illustrate the power level conditions under which the plants typically operate, Fig. 2-6 shows
the peak monthly power levels for each plant for the last several years. These data show that PGDP
has operated well :-low its rated power level for this time period, and PORTS has operated near its
rated power level. Figures 2-7 and 2-8 show the general arrangement of the cascades and
representative average high-side pressures for rated power levels at PGDP (3040 MW) and PORTS
(2100 MW), respectively. For PGDP, which has typically operated well below rated power, Fig. 2-9
shows the pressure for a representative power level (1600 MW) for operation during the last few
years. At this power level, the typical pressure distribution shows that the entire cascade will likely
be below atmospheric pressure. In fact, PGDP has not operated above atmospheric pressure since
1978. PORTS has operated portions of its cascade above atmospheric pressure; however, Fig. 2.10
shows that only a small portion of the cascade will be above atmospheric at 1900 MW, which is more
typical of PORTS operation over the last 2 years.
If a breach in the process system boundary occurs during below-atmospheric-pressurc operation,
air will leak into the cascade. Air inlcakage presents an operational upset condition which the
operators are well trained to mitigate and correct. Upon recognition of excessive inleakage, the
operators decncrgizc the compressor motors in, and isolate, the affected cell. Air inleakage will be
noted by operators and indicated by changes in the compressor motor load and the highly sensitive
line recorders. Operators in both the Area Control Room (ACR) and in the Central Control Room
(CCR) have instrumentation to alert them to inlcakage. Both ACR and CCR personnel can initiate
shutdown.
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.k further precautions against hc release of UF, the plant dsign includes a secondary
confincment scheme for pcentially sensitive components in areas of the cascadc hit may be
opcratcd above atmospheric pressurc. Speciically, thc cxpansion joints. which are thc most likely
leakage points in the process piping, arc doublc-bllows type designss; the space between thc bellows
is air pressurized with dry plant air to pressures greatcr than the process pressure, which ensures
inicakage rather than UF outicakage. Also, UF&Icak dctectors are provided in these areas; they
alarm in hc ACR and CCR to alcrt the operators if a UF&Ieak occurs. Thcsc detectors arc provided
in the cell enclosures and above the compressor discharge seals and must be operational or have
other precautionary measures (e.g., opcrator watch) available in their place before the GDP can be
opcrated at pressures above atmospheric.
Finally, in the event of leakage during operations at above atmospheric pressure. the operators
must isolate the affected cell and deencrgizc the affected ccil's compressor motors. This action
immediately drops the pressure throughout the cell to below atmospheric pressure. The drive motors
for the compressors in each cell are electrically connected so that when one compressor motor is
tripped. all compressor motors in the cell arc tripped. Te exrected UF 6 releases from a process
system rupture arc discussed in Sect. 2.2.2.2 under "Other UF .coeases.'
2 22 Gasous diffusion plant accident scenarios
The postulated accident scenarios developed in the existing FSARs were based on consideration
of initiating events including () operator error, (2) equipment failurc, (3) loss of support system.
(4) (ire. (5) explosion. (6) natural phenomena. and (7) the impact of events at adjacent facilities.
Based on these considerations, the data in Tables 2-3 and 2-4 summarize the accident scenarios for
the two plants and the relative risk of these accident scenarios. lhe accidents may be grouped by
accident typc or by facility. The more consequencc-significant incidents will be discussed in thc
following paragraphs to provide the basis for risk categorization. Thcse scenarios demonstrate the
dcpth of analysis with regard to the subject hazards and s- rios.
UF, Rcease rom Cylindcr
Thc out-of-doors rupturc of a 14-ton cylinder conta..
I UF, is generally regarded as the
event that presents the highest risk. This highest risk statu.
used by th. rapid relcases observed
during prcious events involving liquid cylinders and by the calculated consequences from a
vorsc-casc event. Since liquid UF, cannot cxist at atmospheric pressure, when liquid [IF, is released
from a cylinder, approximately 70% of the liquid mass vaporizes and the remaining 30% solidifies.
Thc UFI, vapors then rcact with moisture in the air to generate HF. For every mole of UF6 rcacting,
4 moles of HF are formed. Both UF, and HF arc toxic chemicals that potentially threaten on-site
wozrkcrs and the public health and safety.
Both plants typically allow liquid cylinders to cool out of doors bccausc in-doors storage capacity
is limited. When cylinders arc transported from sampling or withdrawal operations to cooldown
locations. liquid-fillcd cylinders with the valves protected arc only handled by overhead cranes.
Liquid-filled cylinders arc moved, in general, at as low a height as possible, usually on the order of
1 foot. to minimize damage if the cylinder is dropped. Cylinders arc placed on cradles and arc
appropriately spaced to ensure that no interference or contact between cylinders that might thtcaten
cylinder
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Tablc 2-3. Toxic material rlcase accidcnt scenario summary.
Relitive Risk2

Accident Secntarin
-

V

UF6 RELASE SCENARIOS
Enichment Facilities
5;cll Ocrhcat
LAss of Instrument Air
Loss of RCW
Operator Drains Coolant
Improper Manual Control of Coolant System
Compressor Failure
CCU Orpr~surc

*B- Stream Block Valve Closure - Onstream
Stage Control Valve Failure (non-trimmer valves) . Onstream
Recycle Valve Failure - Offstream
Pressure Instrument Failurc or Instrument Line Freeze Out
Mcchanical Containment Brcach
Heavy Equipment Drop on B" Line
Vehicular Impact
Fatiguc Failure of Process Piping
Motor Coupling Failure
Compressor Scal Failure
Treatment Gas Explosion
Seismic Event
Expansion Joint or Weld Joint Failure

Il

Frc

Lubc Oil Fire
Opetor Error
Improper Purging of Process System
Evacuation Jet Valving Error

Extremely
Extrcmely
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Extremely
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely

Low
Lov
Low
Low

Extremely Low
Extremely Low
Extremely Low
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely
Low
Extremely

Low
Low
Low
Low

Extremely Low
Extremely Low
LOW

Purge Cascadc
Failurc to Obtain UF, Negative
Misvalving to Ejector Station

Low
Low

FrezriSublimcr System
Stress Rupture of Freezer/Sublimer Vcssels

Extremety Low

Cold Recovy (PORTS only)
UFJCIF3 Due to Overpressure by Plant Air
UFCIFj Through Jet Exhauster Misvalving
CIFFrcon Explosion
UF, Release from A.O) Traps
UF, Release Due to Cold Trap Overpressure
Explosion of CIF, Reaction Products
UF, Release Due to Venting Holding Drums

LOW
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

:_..=
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
,W
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TabIc 2.3. (continued)
_

_ _ _ --~~~~~

-

..

-

-7

Accidcnt Sccnario'

Rclativc Risk-

UF, RELEASE SCENARIOS
UF, Fc, Withdraal, Sampling, ad Handling Facilics
14 Ton Cylindcr Rupture nsidcOutsidc Rclease
Cylinder Pigtail Failure nside Release
Cylindcr Valve Fahiure Insidc/Outsidc Release
tlF 4 -Hydrocarbon Oil Explosion
. al.,uc Failure in Withdrawal Area Inside Relcase
^-mpressor Seal Failure in Withdr3wal Inside Releasc
Overpressure of Discharge Bcllous on Normetex Pump- Inside
Relcase (PGDP)
Fatigue Failure on Discharge Side of Normetex Pump Inside
Rclcase (PGDP)
Compressor Failure Due to Thermal Reaction Inside Release
Fatigue Failure of Accumulator Drain Line - Inside Release
Fatigue Failure of Accumulator Instrument Unc . Inside Release
HIF OR F 2 RELEASE SCENARIOS
Temporary HF Transfer Pipe Rupture
H Transfer Pipe Rupture
HF Venting Error at X-344E (PORTS)
Release at HF Vaporizer in X-342A (PORTS)

Low
LOw

Extremely Low
Extremely Low
LOW
Fxtremcly LIow

Extremely Low
Extremely Low

Extremely Low
Extremely Low
Extremely Low
Low
LOW

Extremely Low
Low
_-

N4otc that in general these events apply to both plants. Each of these events, however, may not
have bn considered at both plants and documented in one or both of the respective FSARs.
2Scc Fig. 24.
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Table 24. Criticality accident scenario summary.

I Rclativc Risk

Accident Scenario
PORTS CRITICALITY SCENARIOS
Enrichment Facilities
A-Line Coolcd Ccil. Top Stagc Freeze Out
Lube Oil Inicakage Through the Labyrinths of Compressor
Bearings and Process Scals
UF, Frecze Out in Piping Elbows, B-Linc Drops. and Building Tic

Extremely Low
Extremely Low
Extremely Low

Unes

Extremely Low
Extremely Low

Wet Air Inlcakagc
Prolonged Power Failure
Water Control Valve Leak and Ccil Block Valvc Leak on
Shutdown Cell
UF6 Freeze Out in Interbuilding Booster Station
Equipment Rcmoval for Maintenance
Solid Mass in X-330 or X-333 Evacuation Booster Station
Stage Comprcssor Vibration and X-Joint Rupture
Exothermic Reactions Resulting in Uranium Compound Deposits

Extremely Low
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely
Extremely

Purge Cascade
Dry Solid Mass of UF,
Dry Mass of UOF.
Moderated Solid Mass - UF, or U0 2 F 2
Cold Recovery
Criticality in
Criticality in
Criticality in
Criticality in
Criticality in

Low
Low
Low
Low
Low

Extremely Low
Extremely Low
Extremely Low
Extremely Low
Low

X-333 8^ Cold Trap
X-330 5" Cold Trap
X-333 24" A1,O 3 Trap
X-330 or X-333 Surge Drums
X-330 or X-333 Holding Drums

Extremely Low

Extremely Low
Extremely Low

UF, Cylindcrs in Storage
Criticality in X-344A Due to Improper Cylinder Handling

Extremely Low

Chemical Operations
Criticality at the Uranium Recovery Calcincrs

Low

PGDP CRITICALTY SCENARIO
Uranium Solution in Gcomctrically Unfavorable Configuration

Extremely Low
_
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integrity during movement occurs. All cylinders arc allowed to cool 3 to 5 days, depending on
cylinder size, to ensure that all of the UF6 has solidified before they are moved again.
In support of the FSARs, DOE funded the development of a computer code to estimate the
consequences of UF 6 releases. This code included models describing the unique chemistry of UF6
and HF as well as the phenomena associated with dispersion of a gas cloud (e.g., atmospheric
dispersion, cloud buoyancy, deposition of reaction products). Based on this code, representative UF1
releases were analyzed, and the consequences to humans were estimated. These estimates considered
conservative atmospheric wind conditions to maximize the consequences. In addition, data were
assimilated to support the assessment of effects on human health from exposure to the toxic
materials.

The bounding results presented in the SARs assumed conservative meteorological conditions
in assessing both on- and off-site effects of a 14-ton liquid UF6 cylinder rupture in the open
atmosphere. Bounding on-site effects were obtained from an assumed windspeed of 15 mph and
amidv D stability with Atemperature of 30'F and 60% relative humidity using a Gaussian dispersion
model. Bounding off-site effects were obtained from 2-mph windspeed and stability Class F. The
results of these analyses indicate potential lethal conditions for on-site individuals downwind of the
release if no protective action is taken. Potential health effects were also calculated for persons
located off-site. These health effects included the potential for renal injury due to uranium toxicity,
mild health effects, and possible irritation. These off-site consequences were conservatively calculated
to extend miles from the release point. These consequence estimates reflect the cumulative
exposure to any individual in a fixed location for the duration of the release. Therefore, the
estimated consequences due to UF6 and its reaction products may be characterized as very
conservative by assuming (1) very conservative atmospheric conditions, (2) constant wind direction
and velocity for the duration of the analysis, (3) that potentially affected individuals will take no

protective actions despite the smell and irritation of HF, and (4) that conservative estimates are used
for health effects threshold concentrations for the toxic chemicals. This calculation also estimated
the committed dose, which was negligible in comparison with the chemical effects of the materials
rclesaxed.
To contrast the calculated results to actual events, comparisons were made with several large,
accidental UF6 releases which have occurred. The most significant event occurred in 1978 at PORTS
when a liquid UFs-fillcd 14-ton cylinder was dropped from a straddle carrier. The dropped cylinder
ruptured and released more than 20,000 pounds of UF1 in less than 5 minutes directly to the
atmosphere. This event is notable in that no persoelnc including the straddle carrier operator,
suffered irrcvcrsibc health effects. Environmental conditions were favorable since the temperature
was 32F, winds were approximately 5 mph, and precipitation was occurring at the time of release.
Two other major UF, releases of note occurred in France, in which no one was injured, and at Kerr
McGee's Sequoyah Uranium Conversion Plant. The accident at Kerr McGee involved the rupture
of an overfillcd UF6 cylinder while it was being heated in an unconfined area. It resulted in the

death of a plant worker who was trapped in the plume. There were no irreversible injuries to other
workers or to anyone off-site. Note that unlike the Kerr McGee Sequoyah Plant and most fuel cycle
facilities that handle UFj in cylinders, all cylinder heating at the GDPs is performed inside
containment autoclaves in order to prevent the release of UF6 in the event that an overfilled cylinder
is heated. Therefore, an unmitigated release of UFs from the rupture of an overfilled cylinder during
heating, like the one that occurred at the Kerr McGee Sequoyah Plant could not occur at the GDPs.
The absence of actual health effects on exposed personnel Within the GDP complex is an
important piece of data in evaluating and interpreting calculated consequences. The straddle carrier
operator did not have his gas mask with him at the time of the event. He identified the event and
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upon smelling HF, which ha a vety strong and distinctive odor. Immediately left the scene and
promptly notified appropriate management of the CvenL The emergency cw.v wbo responded and
took action to stop the rleuse likewise received no irreversible health effects. The accident occurred
shordysfter a shift change, nd personnel Ictving the site unknoingly drove through the reese
plume. Tese Individuals were identified and examined as well and demonstrated no Irreversible
health effects from the releas. In comparison to calculated consequences, the most important
variable i clearly the responsc of the human to the CeCnL The operator was able to quickly vacate
the affected area and avoid serious inury. The indmduzls who unknowingly dnve through the plume
were erposed for cuch a brief time period that any effects were minimIzed. Atmospheric conditions
also minimized the release of any odc materals off-sitc.
Folowing the event, an accident invcstigation te was formed to investigate the event, its
causes, and to recommend corrective actions. The team's findings dcalt mainly with the maintenance
of straddle carcrs. Subsequcnt to this ivcstigation, the plants implemented new procedures which
preclude the use of straddle carrier in moving iquid-filled cylindem as a fu.1her corrective action.
All liquid cylinders are now moved only by overhcad crmnes and specially designed lifting fixure
As prniously mentioned. a kcy difference between the DPs and most fuel cycle fac~ilies which
handle UF, in cylinders is that all cylinder hesting at the GT)P& Is performed Inside annuinment
autoclAves to prevent a rclease of UF&in the event an overfilled cylinder isheated. These autocleves
efIctively preclude a catastrophic UF&relcase because an overfilled cylinder has been hcated. Ai
a ruultn the cylinder drop event isthe only crcdiblc event for rctccas of the entire contents or a UF,
cylinder. The potential does exist (or the valve to be knocked off a liquid cylindcr during movement
operations. -Irt-ver,the cylinder orientation Is unlikely o be affeced such that the boundary
breach would be to the vapor space of the cylinder. A release from the vapor space will be limited
by the area of the valve hole and the rate at which the liquid can vaporize- Because energy is
required to vaporizc tbc liquid, the release rate will be low in comparison to a ruptured cylinder,
which would allow for mitigative actions.
One other cylinder sccnario nvolve the reaction of hydrocarbon oil with liquid UF,. Thcsc
materials ract exothermically and can rupture a cylinder. This ra~vnt occurred at the K.25 GDP in
1975. resulting in the relmese of lss than 20 pounds nf UF,. Corrective action from this cvnt has
been to disallow the use of hydrocarbon oi-sealed vacuum pumps without an in-line trap vich can
bold the entire contents of the pump when cylinders are being purgcd.
Natural Pbcamen
The eting SARs considered the possbility of atural phenomena events with regard to plant
safety. Both GDPs were analzed for the potential safety implications of seismic events, Gooding.
and rcme: winds. For seismic and uind, these analyes were predicated upon a recurrence interval
judged to provide acceptable risk.
s recurrence interval w determined by considering the
remaining life of the GDP facilities and the probability of equaling or ciceeding a certain peak
ground ccelertion (PGA) that would cau structural failure during this remaining life. Base on
to cxcedance probability of 10% and a remaining facility ifc of 25 years the resulting recurrcnce
intcrval was etimated to be about 250 yea
Tis same recurrence ntevl was applied to the
evaluation of axtreme winds.
Seismic. Based on the evaluation return interval dcbed above, both plants were analyzed to
determine the PGA. ese values wcrc dctermined to be 0.18 Se for PGDP and 0.05 £ for PORTS.
0Q equals the forcc resulting from acceleration due to grity.
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The seismic criteria were based upon the nominal spectrum shape of USAEC Regulatory Guide 1.60.
Design Response Spectrafor Seismic Design of NuclearPower Plants. Based on these values, facilities
containing hazardous materials at each site wcre evaluated for integrity.
Irrcspcctivc of the acceleration used, the primary safety concern was associated with process
piping thermal expansion joints located in portions of the plants potentially being operated at or
above atmospheric pressure. To cstimatc the potential consequences of a seismic event, assumptions
werc developed based on the failure of these expansion joints. Test data developed in conjunction
with the expansion joint manufacturer were used to estimate process boundary areas where breaches
could occur during the evaluation basis event. From these areas, UF6 source term estimates were
developed based on the operating pressure distribution of the cascade.
For PGDP, two cases were considered, 3040 MW (rated power) and 2300 MW. For both cases,
rcleascs were assumed to occur only in locations in the cascade that would be operating above
atmospheric pressure both at the time of the event and for the time required for operators to take
mitigative action to decncrgize the compressor motors. Stopping the compressors immediately
reduces the cascade pressure to less than atmospheric pressure, effectively terminating the release.
For the 3040-MW case, approximately 64,000 pounds of UF 6 were estimated to be released
within 8 minutes to the process buildings and, ultimately, to the atmosphere. For the 2300-MW case,
approximately 9,000 pounds of UF6 were estimated to be released within 8 minutes from the process
system.
For PORTS, two cases were considered, 2260 MW (rated power condition prior to HEU
suspension) and 1940 MW. Also, assumptions regarding releases s .ilar to those used for PGDP
were made. For 2260 MW, an estimated 20.000 pounds of UF6 wouiu be released. For 1940 MW,
the release was estimated to be less than 3,000 pounds of UF6.
Calculations were performed to estimate the health consequences of these events to on-site
personnel and to the public. In all cases, the postulated 14-ton liquid UFt, cylinder release bounds
the cffects of these events. This statement is true even for the large PGDP release because the
distributed nature of the release means that the source for dispersion is not from a single location.
Thc release would not be entirely terminated as assumed in these analyses, because inlcakage
of air into the cascade would cntually equalize pressures within the process boundary with the
atmosphere. At that time, a slow release of UF6 and HF would be expected to occur for some
extended period of time until the remaining UF6 solidified as it cooled or until mitigative action was
taken to recstablish containment. These release rates would be expected to be much less than that
estimated above, which would allow for significant dispersion of the toxic materials.
Subsequent to publication of the FSARs, additional modifications were made to each plant to
strengthen seismically vulnerable components. Particularly, the expansion joints assumed to fail in
the above analysis were replaced with expansion joints designed to withstand the evaluation basis
earthquake. The seismic analysis has not been revised to reflect these modifications.
Extreme Winds. Based on the approximately 250-year return interval, an evaluation basis windspeed
was determined to be 70 mph. Based on this windspecd, the risk of an accident that resulted in a
chemical release or an inadvertent nuclear criticality was judged to be low. Also, any chemical
releases arc bounded by other assumed events considered in the SAR. In extreme wind conditions,
atmospheric dispersion would obviously be enhanced.
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Fods. Both plants arc sited above thc historic maximum flood stages of record-120 fcct for PORTS
and 28 fcct for PGDP. Thus. thc probability of flooding was judged to bc cxtrcmcly low. Any
flooding at either site as a result of cxtremcly heavy precipitation would be expected to be minor and
not to rsult in a toxic matcrial rlease or in an inadvertent nuclear criticality.
Other UF, Relcases
In addition to UF, releases from cylinder ruptures and sismic ceents, many other release
scenarios were considered in the SARs. These events can be grouped into categories based on the
amount of UFj released. There arc four general categories of release amounts, S to 50 pounds; 100
to 1,000 pounds; 10,000 to 17,500 pounds; and greater than 20,000 pounds. The latter case obviously
represents the 14-ton liquid UF6 cylinder rupture and seismic events which have previously been
considered. In all cases, the liquid UF6 cylinder rupture bounds the consequences.
Based on dispersion and consequence evaluations performed for the SARs, the 10,000- to
17,500-pounds rlease category warrants discussion because releases of this size pose potential but
non-severc off-sitc consequences. The events which result in a release this size are primarily
associated with ovcrpressurization of an onstream cell or with the motor coupling mechanical failure.
The overpressurization events are fundamentally the same event initiated by different events.
This event is the closure of a cell block valve on the "B" stream without the associated recycle valve
being opened. either as the result of operator error or control system failure. In the event no
corrective action is taken, a rapid pressure rise occurs in the stages adjacent to the closed valve in
the nxt upstream celL Without operator action, the cell compressor rotors will ordinarily be
deenergized by their protective overload relay. For the SAR analysis, this action was conservatively
ignored, and operator action was assumed to require 5 minutes from event initiation. Based on this
time to operate and on an assumed breach of the process boundary in the highest pressure stage, a
UF 6 release of 10,000 pounds was estimated. These assumptions arc conservative because:
*

the ACR operator would most likely respond by opening the affected valve or shutting down
the compressors because he or she would be alerted by load alarms and valve position
indicators, and the central control facility operator would DC alerted by audible valve alarms
when the B valve changes position:

*

the resulting severe compressor motor overloads would likely deblade the compressors,
terminating the pressure transient;

*

the motor overloads would trip the electrical breakers; and

*

the overpressure condition would more than likely result in a distortion of the ccll components
rather than a catastrophic rupture.

Another event in this release category is failure of a motor-compressor coupling. These
couplings have sufficient kinetic energy to penetrate the process system containment boundary. The
evaluation of this event estimated a release of 17,500 pounds of UF6 from a breach of the process
boundary equivalent in size to the coupling failure. This event, however, has never been experienced
at the GDPs.
Other Cbemical Relcase
Other chemicals present on-sitc in quantities to be considered potentially significant hazards in
the SAR include HF, F, and CIF3. Each of these materials is highly toxic. Evaluation of these
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chcmicals and potential rlease s:Cnarios demonstrate that HF is hc most significant of thcsc
chemicals and potentially poses an off-sitc hazard from the bounding rcleasc sccnario. F is stored
in limited quantities and is such a strong fluorinating chemical that it will react rapidly with the air
upon rcleasc and dispersc quickly. CIF 3 is also a strong fluorinating chemical and is typically uscd
in sub-atmospheric systems. Likc F 2, a CIF3 relcase would be of limited quantities and would quickly
rcact with moisture in the air and disperse.
PCBs arc also noted as a potential off-site hazard. PCBs arc potential carcinogens found in
transformers and capacitors. Release of this hazard in conjunction with a fire could potentially affect
the public health and safety. Projects arc developed to replace all PCB containing capacitors and
transformers.

Another chemical present at each
is chlorine, Cl. C 2 was not considered
and is common to many other industrial
public. This hazard will be analyzed in

plant in quantities to pose potential on- and off-sitc hazards
in the SARs because it is not a hazard unique to the GDPs
facilities. Cl. could potentially pose an off-site hazard to the
the SAR Upgradc Program described in Sect. 2.5.

Criticality
Nuclear criticality safety is achieved by exercising control over both the mass and distribution
of all fissilc material and the mass, distribution, and use of the nuclcar properties of other materials
ith which fiusile materials are associated. Typical controls of fssilc materials include mass control,
density control, geometry control, and spacing control. For non-fissile materials in contact with or
in proximity to fssilc material, moderation control, neutron rlection, and neutron absorbers may
be employed to prevent inadvertent criticality. Many of these controls are implemented through
administrative controls.

As stated previously, PGDP currently can produce a maximum assay of 2 wt % MU, while
PORTS can produc a maximum assay of up to 20 wt Il 235U. Thc bulk of the uranium inventory
within the process equipment is maintained in the gaseous phase which cannot be made critical. The
liquid and solid phases of UF6 can become critical if adequately moderated and if assembled in a
favorable geometry. Thc above controls arc employed in situations involving the handling of solid
or liquid UF6 to prevent inadvertent criticality events.
Both plants arc equipped with instrumentation to detect an inadvertent criticality event; to
sound a distinct, audible alarm in warning; and to initiate visual warning lights at entrances of the
affcctcd building. This instrumentation is strategically located throughout the plant wherever fssilc
material is handled.
Thc formation of solid masses of UF6 within the cascade is effectively controlled by maintaining
temperatures and pressures at levels that prevent UF 6 desublimation. Dposits of UOF 2 and other
uranium compounds can accumulate within the cascade as a result of inlcakagc of wet air and other
reactions within the cascade. To detect the potential buildup of large solid uranium masscs, both
plants employ gamma detection instrumentation to periodically survey the cascade equipment for
significant deposits. Gamma surveys can indicate the size of the dposit but not with reliable
accuracy. Non-destructiv'e assay (NDA) technologywas recently introduced at PORTS in conjunction
with the HEU suspension effort. This tchnology allows for a direct estimate of the mass of deposits
based on detection of 'LU decay. The amount of 23U is proportional to the amount of 2 5U, such
tha a mass of 35 U can be estimated. NDA has been used to prioritize cells for recovery treatment
as part of the suspension effort and clean-up of X-326, the HEU portion of the cascade. PORTS
will continue to use the NDA tcchniquc to monitor for deposits in the cascade. Because PGDP deals
with a maximum of 2% 235U, criticality concerns from cascade deposits arc significantly less.
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The criticality scenarios addressed in the SARs arc much more xtensivc at PORTS than at
PGDP because of the 2MU assays. and these scenarios conservatively reflect the prc-HEU suspension
LOU. Table 24 summarizes the accident scenarios
maximum assay of greater than 90 wt
considered. To evaluate the potential consequences from an inadvertent criticality, rpresentative
calculations were performed to analyze the potential radiation doses resulting from several postulated
nuclear xcursion scenarios. These calculations show that the consequences of an inadvertent
criticality event arc limited to a finitec region around the critical array. The effects generally only
affect the building in which such an event might occur, and no adverse off-site effects arc predicted.
With the operating scheme mployved in these plants, namely a local control room in each process
building and a central control facility, operators in the central control room can take the necessary
actions to shut down equipment if an inadvertent criticality forces evacuation or incapacitation of the
building operators.
22.3 Operational Safety Requirements
PGDP and PORTS both have OSRs documents which define operational safety limitaticas.
These documents define safety systems, their limits and settings, limitations on conditions of
operation, and equipment surveillance requirements.
224 Maintenance of Safety Basis
Both plants evaluate all plant changes for safety implications according to the operating
authorization basis per the requirements of DOE Order 5480.21, "Unreviewed Safety Questions."
The authorization basis includes the aspects of the facility design basis and operational requirements
relied upon by DOE to authorize operation. Historically, the authorization basis has been described
in the SARs and other safety analyses, OSRs. and facility-specific commitments made in order to
comply ith DOE orders or policies. Plant changes arc evaluated with respect to this basis. and if
there arc no adverse impacts to this basis, the changes may be implemented without prior DOE
approval. This process is similar to the 10 CFR 50.59 process by which commercial reactors evaluate
all changes, tests, and cxperimcnts for potential unrcviewed safety questions."
This DOE Order 5480.21 process is relatively new. However, safety evaluations and safety
assessments have been commonly employed at both plants for several years. These evaluations
provide reasonable assurance that the safety analyses defined in the FSARs remain bounding.
2.3 EFECT S OF PLANT AGING ON SAFETY
The existing SARs do not explicitly consider the effccts of plant aging on safety. Aging fccts
could potentially lead to many of the events considered in the safety analyses. particularly the UF,
and other chemical releases. Aging effects could also result in additional challenges to safety systems
and operators. To present a complete picture of the safety of the GDPs, the aspects of aging on
plant safcty must be examined. Thus, this section addresses the following facets of aging:
*

matcrial selection and potential corrosion effects,

*

equipment reliability,

*

equipment monitoring, and

*

cylinder monitoring.
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2.3.1 Proces Boundary Materials and Corrosion
UF is highly corrosive as arc other chemicals (c.g.. F., ClFI) uscd in other operations at thc
GDPs. Duc to thc usc of these chemicals. the materials of construction were carefully chosen in thc
design of the GDPs. As a rcsult, thc GDPs have not xpericnced any corrusion problems with
properly chosen materials of construction for those systems in contact with UFp. Equipment repairs
and the CIP/CUP modifications have pro.idcd additional confirmation that corrosion due to UF is
not a problem. Equipment rmoved for rcpairs and modifications has shown little indication of
corrosion.
2L3.2 Rcliability Study Program
The GDPs have performed several rcliability-related efforts to provide assurance that aging
concerns for plant equipment and facilities are identificd and appropriate correctivc action is taken.
This section will descnbc the more recent rliability effcts.
Current reliability cfforts arc drivcd from the Reliability Core Study Program which was
initiated in the latc 1970 s. This effort evaluated the general condition of principal production-rclated
equipment, facilities, and systems and associated costs to repair or replace. Thc availability of
replacement parts was also considered, given the age of the plants and potential obsolescence of some
equipment. From this information. management prioritized repairs and/or replacements based on
available resources. This cffort was maintained until the late 1980's. A recent update to these
asscssmcnts was conducted as part of the USEC transition cffor. This assessment addressed the
overall physical condition of property and specific conditions which could result in short-term financial
burdens.
23.1I Preventive maintcnance program
Both GDPs harc Prevcntivc Maintenance (PMI) programs which are intended to preserc and
extend the useful lire of all plant real property. These progras implement positive measures to
reduce unscheduled outages and extend the useful life of equipment. Computerized databases
provide the capability to schedule P work, to document its completion, and to assess future
requirements. Of particular importance is the inclusion in he PM database of all OSR tests.
calibrations. and inspections that arc used to verify performance and availability of equipment
required for safety.
2.32.2 Ky procCss equipment monitoring
As the key active component in the enrichment process. the compressors form the basis for the
reliability monitoring programs at the GDPL Experience has indicated that the compressor seals and
motors. .ind the converters are also wonhy of reliability monitoring. Accordingly, the compressors.
compressor seats, compressor motors, and converters are routinely monitored for reliability. predicted
For the compressors and compressor
failures per year, and mean time betwen failures (TBF).
seas, failure data arc collected and input to compressor and seal failure databases which arc
accessible throughout the GDP operations. These databases arc updated, and reports arc generated
monthly; the capability exists to assure -day turnaround on report evaluation.
Statistical analysis of past failure rates indicate that increases in power level and the
corresponding number of cascade cells, which may be on- or off-stream as power levels arc adjusted.
may directly increase failure frequency. Accordingly. the current reliability monitoring analyscs
consider changes in pocr levels and actual on-stream time of compressors in establishing the failure
history of the compressors. However, the WVeibull analysis failure predictions do not consider these
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changes in scvcrity of service, but, instead, rely solely on compressor age. Noncthclcss, the
predictions have been reasonably close t ctual failure data, as indicated by the FY 1992 data (e.g.,
14 actual failures vs 13 predicted failures).
As a result of CIP/CUP, pre-Process Equipment Modification (PEM) target failure rates for the
compressors were established at 1.7% ailurcs/stagc-year for the 000 compressors and 5.1%
failurcs/stagc-year for the 00 compressors. Thesc values were the average failure rates of the period
1960-1973. Failure rates for FY 1992 were 0.63% for 000 compressors and 0.58% for 00
compressors, much lower than the target values. Overall failure rates for the history of operation of
the PORTS, PGDP, and Oak Ridge GDPs are 1.05% for the 000 compressors and 1.92% for 00
compressors, also considerably lower than the target values. The predicted MTBF for the
compressors is many times the expected lifetime of the plant.
'The results of this program arc used as input to maintenance and modification activities and to
plans for improvements in performance and, therefore, safety.
2322 Cylinder Moaitoring
Aging of cylinders is not considered a safety concern or issue because of the stringent
requirements for inspections, tests, and rejections of cylinders used in the transportation and handling
of UF 6 . DOE ORO-65 1, Uranium Herafluoride A Manual of Good HandlingPractices, invokes the
requirements of ANSI N14.1 for new cylinders and provides guidance for the acceptable use of
existing cylinders. This guidance includes inspections at various stages (i.e., before receipt, before
filling, after maintenance or repair), instructions for rejecting cylinders based on visually observed
indications of damage, and periodic tests. All cylinders must be inspected and tested at intervals not
to exceed 5 years (except cylinders that were filled before the 5-year expiration date, which need not
be tested until the cylinder has been emptied). A UF 6 cylinder shall be removed from service or
rcpaired when it is found to have leaks, excessive corrosion, cracks, bulges, dents, gouges, detective
valves, damaged stiffening rings or skirts, or other conditions which render the cylinder unsafe.
For cylinders used in long-term depleted assay storage, the Cylinder Integrity Management
program has developed a risk based inspection program to monitor the condition of these cylinders.
Thesc cylinders, which arc stored out-of-doors, arc inspected on specific intervals according to
location and previous corrosion. Since the material in these cylinders is solid UF6, no significant
release of UF, will result in the event of a breach in the cylinder wall.
2;4 UPGRADES TO E)ISTING SAFETY ANALYSES
As discussed in Sects. 2.2 and 2.2.2, the DOE safety analysis requirements have been revised
since the FSARs were issued in 1985. These revisions have added requirements for more formal
analysis methods and rigorous documentation. There are no indications that the existing FSARs

omitted any significant hazards or failed to provide a conservative estimate of their likelihood,
consequences, and risk. However, the bases for the selection and elimination of some of the hazards
arc not well documented. The risk evaluation in the FSARs is primarily qualitative. Nevertheless,
the GDPs were, when FSARs werc issued, one of the few nonrcactor nuclear facilities within DOE
with such safety documentation.
The current SAR upgrade effort is based upon the requirements of DOE Order 5480.23,
"Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports," and DOEIOR-901, Guidance for Preparationof Safety Analysis
Reports, which provide format and content guidance for the development of a SAR based upon a
comprehensive, risk-based safety analysis.
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2.5

DOE OVERSIGHT AND MANAGEMENT OF TfE GDP

DOE and i predecessor organizations havc hen responsiblc for thc ovcrsight and managcmcnt
of the two operating GDPs sin'c their initial dsign and construction. Historically, thc earliest
guidance for oversight of DOE [then the Atomic Energy Commission (AEC)J facilities was provided
by the AEC Manual, which was highly prescriptive. In the carly 1970s. when the AEC was
rcorganized into the NRC and the Energy Research and Development Administration (ERDA), the
AEC Manual becamc thc ERDA Manual. The ERDA Manual retained the same general format,
content, and prescriptive requirements as its predecessor.
When DOE was established in 1977, it codified the existing guidance on nuclear safety
requirements for its facilities (contained in the AEC Manual) through a sstem of Departmental
directives known as DOE orders. Thesc orders typically promulgated detailed guidance on facility
safety requirements. In addition, the DOE orders contained DOE policies and requirements
associated with protection of assets, environmental compliance, OSHA compliance, good practices,
and other elements which would not apply directly to nuclear safety and safeguards and security.
The DOE orders present requirements for all DOE facilities. Thus, GDP compliance
requirements arc a subset of the requirements specified in DOE orders. For -examplc. DOE
Order 54&).1 i requires a radiological control program which implements the provisions set forth in
the DOERadiationControl (RadCon) Manual. However. the RadCon Manual includes rcquiremcnts
for plutonium and accclcrator facilities and for hot particles which arc not applicable to the GDPs.
Thus, cmpliance of the GDPs with the DOE orders for nuclear sfety does not imply compliance
with all elements of hc orders. Therefore, the discussion of requirements presented in Chaptcr 3
focuses on those applicable rcquirements which arc instrumental to supporting nuclear safety and
safeguards and security and to providing commensurate protection to the public and environment
specifically for the GDPs.
The rquirements specified in DOE orders are also supplemented by DOE field organization
orders and T)OE notices, and more recently, DOE Standards and Guidelines. The field organization
orders provid^ specific directions and dcfinc responsibilities within the field organizations for the
implementation of a particular order. In general. the DOE notices provide spccific directives for
compliance with certain requiremcnts and arc valid for a specified time only (with the intent that any
necessary changes in the requirements will be incorporated into the base order to provide for long.
term compliance). DOE Standards and Guidelines provide accepted interpretations of DOE orders
and notices.
2.5.1

Dcpartmcnt of Energy Ovcrsigbt Rcsponsibilitics

In the past. compliance with the order requirements has been a linc management function
because DOE was responsible for both management and oversight. As new standards were issued,
DOE allocated the resources to achieve compliancc based on an assessment of priority for achieving
compliance with the new requirements and resource constraints. An integral relationship between
DOE's oversight of compliance and management of the facilities was, therefore. essential for the
success of the oversight program.
In 1989, the Secretary of Energy changed the DOE organization to improve the safety and
management of DOE facilities because the implementation of the oversight function was considered
ineffective. Thus, a key element of these changes was the increased emphasis on self-asscssment and
oversight activities. At the headquarters level. an oversight function was established to report directly
to the Secretary of Energy to advise on the adequacy of line management and scif-asscssment
functions. This function had no line authority, but it did have broad responsibilities to monitor and
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audit all aspects of nuclear sarcty through thc examination of field office and contractor pcrformancc.

This function was also rsponsiblc for identifying special circumstances indicativc of detcriorating or
poor pcrfornancc that might warrant further in-depth appraisals. Such appraisals included special
safety appraisals conducted with tcams including outside cxpertise reprcsenting a bridgc to cxpericncc

in the commercial nuclear industry.
Additionally, scparatc offices within the DOE elcmcnts of Environmental, Sacty & Hecalth
(ES&H) and S&S were established to conduct independent assessments of DOE and contractor

performance. These offices were complemented by similar self-assessmcnt organizations located in
the field at DOE and contractor sites.
2-5.1.1

Environmcntal, sfcty and bealtLh ovrsight

DOE Order 5482.1B establishes the basic requirements for DOE Hcadquarters and field office
oversight of DOE-contractor ES&H programs and includes rquiremcnts for the following types of
appraisals.
1.

Mtanagcmcnt Appraisals: a documcntcd detcrmination of managerial effectiveness in establishing
and implemcnting ES&H program plans that conform to DOE policy requiremcnts. It is based
on an analysis of functional appraisals. internal appraisals. and other information. The appraisal
covers all ES&H disciplines and management responsibilities to assurc proper program balance.

2.

Technical Safety Appraisals: a documented muhi-discipline appraisal of selected DOE reactors
and nuclear facilities conducted by a team representing the DOE Office of Environment Safety,
Health and Quality ESH&Q). The team assesses proper departmcnt-wide application of
particular safety elements of the ES&H program, nuclear industry lessons learned, and
comparability to licensed facility rquirements.

3.

Functional Appraisals: a documented review of an ES&H specialty discipline performed in
accordance with wittcn guidance and criteria to verify, by examination and valuation of
objective evidence at the facility or operation, that applicable elements of the program have
been dvcelcped, documented, and effectively implemented in accordancc with specific ES&H
requirements and needs.

4.

Internal Appraisals: an examination and valuation by the operating level (either fcderal or
contractor) of those portions of an organization's internal ES&H program, program plan
implementation. and operations rtained under direct control.

5.

Environmcnial Surveys: a documented, multi-discipline asscssmcnt (with sampling and analysis)

of a acility to determine environmental conditions and to identify problem areas of
environmental risk requiring corrcctivc action.
6.

Environmental Audits: a documented assessment o a facility to monitor the progress of
necessary corrective actions, to assirc compliance with environmcntal lavs and regulations, and

to evaluate ficld organization practices and procedurcs.
T'his order requires the quality, frequency, and depth of appraisals to bc commensurate with the
hazard of the rCspective operating activtics; consistent with both the DOE policy of comparability
and quivalence with similar regulatory programs; and consistent with DOE policy of protection of
personnel, property, and the cnvironmcnt. Independent of the hazard, this order requires
management appraisals to be conducted as least every 3 years and the other appraisals to be
conducted at sufficient frequencies to providc meaningful input to the management appraisals.
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Although the DOE organization was modificd to achieve more cffcctive indcpcndent asscssmcnt
and appraisal. the line organization still rmains rcsponsiblc for nsuring adequatc ES&H
performancc, including ractor and nonrcactor nuclear facility srcty. Nuclear safety rsponsibility
embraces all systems and activities that can inluencc thc potcntial for uncontrollcd rease of fission
products or for nuclcar criticality. Ccrtainty of nuclear safety involves not only vrification that
nuclear reactor and nonrcactor nuclear facility designs comply with applicable standards but also
verification that plant modifications. operations, maintenance, and plant material conditions meet
nuclear safety requirements and that human perfornancc facets which could potentially affect nuclear
safety arc receiving appropriate attention. DOE Order 5480.5, Safety of Nuclear Facilities,
delineates the basic requirements for ensuring nuclear safety and includes, among other elements, the
requirement for a contractor-indepcndent safety and appraisal systcm.
2.5.1 2 Occurrcnce Reports and lsons Leaneod
DOE Order 000.3B identifies requirements for occurrcncc reporting and processing. One
major purpose of this reporting system is to providc operational and safety fecd-back from a facility
Occurrcnce Report to other DOE nuclear facilities. Scct. 3.2 of this document discusses this aspect
of the order and its use in the GDPs. This reporting system also provides a mechanism for DOE
oversight of operations information. According to DOE Order 50003B, DOE must establish and
maintain an unclassified, central DOE operational database containing unclassified Occurrence
Reports entered into the database by the Facility Managers and must make the database available
to all DOE operating contractors and departmental elements. DOE must review Occurrence Reports
to identify circumstances that indicate deteriorating or poor program performance in the areas of
nucicar safety, ES&H, and emergency planning to determine if further actions are warranted.
Additionally, the DOE Facility Representative and DOE Program Manager, in conjunction with the
Facility Managcr, should rview the database to identify good practices and lessons earned from
other facilities that can be used in their facilities. Other DOE oversight responsibilities for Program
Managers and Facility Representatives include:
*

ensuring that lessons-lcamcd and generic or programmatic implications arc identified and
celvattd to the Hcadquartcrs or Operations Office head, as applicable, for appropriate action.

*

ensuring that actions arc taken to minimize or prevent recurrence;

*

revicwing and assessing Rcpnrtable Occurrences information from facilities under their
cognizance to assess significance, root causes, generic implications, and the need for corrective
action; and

*

ensuring that Occurrence Reports and operations information from other organizations arc
disseminated to appropriate DOE and contractor activitics, arc reviewed for generic
implications, and arc used to improve operations.

DOE Facility Representatives must also monitor day-to-day operations and performance of
facilities and activities under their cognizance.
Before January 1993. DOE S0003A. implemented on Sptember 1, 1990. was in force. Since
September 1, 1990, the GDPs have reported and analyzed approximately 850 occurrences; related
corrective actions have been submitted to DOE for approval.
DOE Order S000.3A was implemented by Energy Systems through the issuance of a policy
document (ES-OP-300) and Energy Sstems Standard (ESS.OP.301). PGDP and PORTS sites then
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issued plant standard practice procedures to implemcnt the order. These procedures are now being
combined into a UE procedurc fcrmat.
Pcr DOE Order S0003A, thc GDPs crcated a site-specific reporting critcria based on the
general critcria within the order. These site critcria were approved by DOE-HQ (NE-33) on
December 28, 1992, and immediately implemented at both sitcs.
Additionally, the sites report less significant events through an internal Energy Systems reporting
system per Energy Systems Standard ESS.OP.301. To date, the GDPs have reported and analyzed
approximately 2,800 events under this system.
Individuals within the site line organizations who arc trained and experienced in event root
cause analysis investigate DOE Order S000.3B occurrences. This process begins with the report of
an event to the PSS who categorizes the event in the appropriate reporting level per the site
reporting critcria.
If the event mects the DOE reporting threshold, a notification report is filed within 24 hours
to DOE by way of the EG&G occurrence reporting and processing system (ORPS) database.
Tclcphonc notification is also required for those events classified as emergencies (within 15 minutes)
or unusual occurrences (within 2 hours of classification).
Events not rportable to DOE are reported through the Energy Systems internal system for
investigation.

For DOE reportablc events, a follow-up report that further explains the event and updates the
information in the notification report is required within ten working days. Within 45 calendar days,
a final report, including corrective actions, must be issued to DOE for the approval of both the local
site ofice and then DOE-HQ (NE-33).
Each event is analyzed to determinc root, contributing, and direct casual factors for which
correctivc actions arc created and scheduled. This analysis and its conclusions are validated
independent of the line organization before the reports are transmitted to DOE.
Thc corrcctivc actions arc entered into the DOE and plant tracking systems. Corrective actions
must be independently vcrificd before official closure. Since September 1990, approximately 4000
actions have been directed at event casual factors.
The occurrence reponing system issupported by the Energy Systems Lessons Lcarned Systems,
which captures lessons from various internal and external sources for review.
As a result of this operational information oversight. DOE may identify a Nuclear Safety Issuc
(NSI) which multiple facilities must address.

2.5.13 Safeguards and security ovcrigbt
DOE Order 5630.12A establishes the basic rquirements for DOE Headquarters oversight of
Safcguards and Security programs, while DOE Order S634.IA establishes the basic requirements for
DOE Field Office oversight of DOE-contractor Safeguards and Security programs. DOE
Order 5630.12A requires a program of independent inspections, assessments, special studies, and
other appropriate activities to determine the effectiveness of DOE's Safeguards and Security policies,
programs, and implementation across the department. This inspection and assetsment program must
be independent of other line management responsibilities for protection program activities; however,
it must also remain supplemental and complementary to the line management oversight
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rcsponsibiliuics, including their sclf-asscssmcni acivilies. DOE Order 5634.1A identifies the
requirements for granting facility approvals bcforc permitting Safeguards and Security interests on
the premises and identifies the conduct of on-site security or nuclear material surveys of facilities with
Safeguards and Scurity interests. Through these surveys, the adequacy and ceffcctiveness of
Safeguards and Security programs and the protection afforded DOE Safeguards and Security interests
are evaluated at the facility level.
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Spccial Oversight Artivitics

Tiger Team assessments werc performed at PORTS in October-Novembcr 1989, and at PGDP
in June-July 1990. The Tiger Team assessments reviewed three primary areas: ES&H, and
Management. These assessments are related to the performance-based appraisals performed by
Institute of Nuclear Power Operators (INPO) on nuclear reactors. They are conducted by
multidisciplinary teams appraising key functional elements in a coordinated fashion to provide an
overall facility or site assessment.
The Safety and Health assessments were based on Technical Safety Appraisal performance
objectives derived from DOE orders, Secretary of Encrgy Notices (SENs), and other policy
statements, industry standards, and nuclear industry lessons learned. These Technical Safety
Appraisals arc operationally focused evaluations intended to appraise how safetly a facility or site is

operated and the condition of its equipment. The concerns identified by the Safety and Health
assessment were obtained by (1) observing routine operations, emergency exercises, and the physical
condition of the site and facilities; (2) u tcrviewing management, staff, operators. and craft personnel;
and (3) reviewing policy statements, records, procedures, and other relevant documents. The Safety
and Health Appraisal findings were classified according to the following:
The Tiger Teams found that plant management had processes in place for improving plant safety
performance. There were no Category I findings involving clear and present danger to workers or
membcrs of the public, and only four Category II findings "representing significant risk or substantial
noncompliance with DOE orders but not involving clear and present danger." Two of the Category
II findings were related to electrical safety and x-ray calibration and were corrected immediately. The
other Category II findings were related to fire protection. One of these involved failure to comply
with the life safety code. As discussed in Sect. 3.18.4, DOE has been asked for an exemption from
this rqufremcnt because compliance would require replacement of the process buildings. Corrective
actions in response to the other finding are mostly complete, with the last scheduled action not due
to be completed until September 1993.
Most of the Tiger Team findings involved Category III actions that will be addressed in order
of priority. Some of thesc findings included a lack of full compliance with DOE orders and
mandatory standards. On the other hand, the Tiger Teams recognized the commitment of
management and the efforts of the statTs to achieve full implementation of the Secretary of Energy's
policies, directives, and initiatives. With respect to the Tiger Teams' findings of lack of full

compliance with DOE orders, the following should be noted.
X

The DOE orders contain more requirements than necessary to protect the health and safety of
the public, employees, and environment, as discussed in the introduction and Sect. 2.5.

*

The Technical Safety Appraisal criteria and objectives of the assessment, including the
dctermination of compliance with DOE orders, include a broader scope than nuclear safety.

The GDPs have expended significant cfforts and money to resolve the findings and issues
identified by the Tiger Team assessments.
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2.53 FY-1992 Oversight Activities
During fiscal year 1992, DOE conducted routine audits and appraisals of PGDP that involved
approximatcly 3.25 staff-years of on-sitc effort. During thc same year, DOE conducted routine audits
and appraisals of PORTS. involving approximately 5 staff-years of on-site effort. Additionally, other
agencies such as the EPA and state regulatory agencies conducted audits/inspections of PGDP and
PORTS. Furthcrmore, DOE maintains resident site safety representatives at both PGDP and
PORTS who also perform routine oversight activities.
2.6 COMPLIANCE WIMH DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY ORDERS
The following information describes the means, identified in DOE orders, by which the field
organizations and their contractors ensure compliance with the requirements of DOE orders related
to public health and safcty or Safeguards and Security programs.
2.61 Environmcnt, Safety, and HeaLth Complance
DOE Order 5480.1B establishes the ES&H program for DOE operations. Paragraph 8d of this
order specifies that heads of field operations arc responsible for assuring that all operations under
their jurisdiction are carried out consistent with sound ES&H practices and in accordance with ES&H
orders. To carry out these responsibilities, Paragraph &d requires, among other things, that the heads
of field operations prepare implementation plans for DOE Order 5480.1B and other DOE Order
5480 series orders that include:
*

the designation of ES&H responsibilities and authorities by the field organization and their
contractors, and

*

a concise description of the approach, resources, and time period planned for implementing
orders that require such plans on a sitewide basis, including a description of the execution of
ES&H responsibilities and authorities by the field organization and any proposed generic
exemptions to parts of such orders.

262 Environmcntal Compliance
DOE Order 5400.1 establishes environmental protection program requirements, authorities, and
responsibilities for DOE operations for assuring compliance with applicable federal, state, and local
environmental protection laws and regulations, executive orders, and internal DOE policies. This
order more specifically defines environmental protection requirements that are generally established
in DOE Order 5480.1B. The provisions for developing and reviewing specific measures to comply
with DOE environmental requirements are specified in Chapter III, Paragraph 2, lmplementation
Plan,- and Paragraph 3, Long-Range Environmental Protection Plan.0
The Implementation Plan section requires each field organization to prepare a plan for
implcmcnting the requirements of DOE Order 5400.1 for each facility or group of facilities. The
purpose of the plan is to provide management direction, including assigning responsibilities and
authorities, to ensure that all DOE facilities are operated and managed in a manner that will protect,
maintain, and where necessary, restore environmental quality, minimize potential threats to the
environment and the public health, and to comply with environmental regulations and DOE policies.
Specifically, the implementation plan shall do the following.
1.

Provide environmental protection goals and objectives for the organization and identify
strategies and timetables for attaining them. Organization and staffing, including assigiment of
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rcsponsibilities for cnironmcntal activities, policies. facility opcrating procedures. and budgeting.
will be described.
2.

Provide an overall framework for the design and implementation of an environmental protection
program for cach DOE facility.

3.

Assign responsibilities for complying with requirements under all federal, state, and local
environmental laws and regulations for all DOE facilities.

As an element of ES&H long-range planning, each field organization must develop a long-range
environmental protection plan that comprehensively defines specific environmental objectives and the
means and schedules for attaining objectives and completing programs and projects at each facility
or group of facilities. Te plan serves as a mechanism for Headquarters and field organizations to
coordinate strategies for addressing environmental needs.
263 Sar-rds ad Secrty Compliance
DOE Order 5630.13A. "Master Safeguards and Security Agreements (MSSA)," and DOE Order
5630.14. "Safeguards and Security Program Planning," identify the provisions for developing and
reviewving specific measures to comply with DOE Safeguards and Security requirements. The MSSA
establishes a formal agreement requiring the joint approval of Headquarters and field organizations
for the levels of protection of graded Safeguards and Security interests from theft, sabotage, and
other malevolent acts associated with SNM or vital assets which may adversely affect national security
or the health and safety of the public. Such agreemcnts take into account DOE policy applicable to
specific sites anu programs to achieve acceptable protection levels that minimize inherent risks on
a cost-effective basis.
c joint approval of the MSSA allows the responsible field organizations to
develop plans for protecting Safeguards and Security interests which are acceptable to appropriate
Headquarters personnel.
DOE Order 5630.14 establishes a standardized approach to protection program planning by
consolidating various protection program plans, previously required reports, and planning-type
documents into one planning document-he site Safeguards and Security Plan. The site Safeguards
and Security Plan is composed of three volumes: (1) the MSSAs, (2) the Facility Descriptions and
Operations Plans, and (3) the Resource Plans. The three volumes of the site Safeguards and Security
Plan depict the existing condition of Safeguards and Security sitewide and by facility, establish
improvement priorities, and provide for an estimate of resources required for making the necessary
improvements. The site Safeguards and Security Plan must be reviewed and updated annuallyr
modifications to the MSSAs arc made per the requirements of DOE Order 5630.13.
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3. OPERATIONAL REQUIREMENTS

This chapter describes the envelope of plant operating requirements that are being followed and arm
considered necessary to protect public health and safety and to assure adequate safeguards and security
of the GDP facilities. These requirements and the implementation of these requirements will result in
continued safe operation of the GDPs.
A number of sources, listed in the Bibliography (Chapter 6), hive been reviewed to substantiate the
basic content of these safety rquirments. This review has confirmed th the current GDP safety
requirements encompass the spectrum of essential nuclear safety and safeguards and security requirements
contained in the referenced documents.
The basic objective of each of the topici area is provided, followed by a set of Implementation
Requirements that define what must be done to address the basic objective. These are followed by a
description of how the GDPs are meeting the Implementation Requircments. Finally, the status of the
conformance of GDP programs and practices with the Implementation Requirements is summarized for
each topical area.
A reference is provided for each of the Implementation Requircments. The citation of t DOE Order,
American National Standards Institute (ANSI) standard, or National Fire Protection Association (NFPA)
standards does not imply that all requirements listed in the order or standard are a mandatory part of the
safety basis for the GDPs. The DOE Order, ANSI standard, or NFPA standard is listed only to indicate
the source of the iplementation requirement.
le programs, procedures, and practices used by the GDPs to satisfy the Implementation
Requirements at the time this report was prepared are described in the "How the Requirements Are Met"
sections. The plant or Uranium Enrichment governing documents supporting the implementation of the
requirement are shown at the end of each paragraph of the description of how the requirement is met.
All implementation measures identified in such documents may not apply to the particular requirement
in question or may not be fully implemented in the detail specified by the referenced document. The
implementation of the requirements can, however, be audited against the descriptions provided in the
"How The Requirements Are Met" sections.
This document often refers to safety systems and authorization basis. Safety systems or components
are defined as "Systems, components, and structures, including portions of process systems, whose failure
could adversely affect the safety and health of the public. These are necessary to prevent accidents or
mitigate their consequences, cr to monitor releases that could result in potential off-site exposures." Safety
systems for the GDPs are identified in the respective OSR documents for each plant. The authorization
basis is described in documents such as the facility Safety Analysis Rcpon and other safety analyses;
Hazard Classification Documents, the OSRs, DOE-issued safety evaluation reports, and facility-specific
commitments made in order to comply with DOE Orders or policies.
3.1
3.1.1

ORGANIATION PLAN
Basic Objective

Operation of the GDPs shall be organized in a manner to ensure that responsibility and authority for
safe operations arc clearly defined, and that critical safety functions such as Nuclear Criticality Safety
(NCS). radiation protection, quality assurance, and preparation of USQDs are independent of production.
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Implementation Requirements

3.1.2
1.

Each plant shall have procedures or other appropriate documentation which clearly defines authority,
responsibility, and accountability for safe operations. The documentation shall contain the following
elements.
L

Authority for safe operation shall be clearly defined for each position of responsibility (DOE
Order 5480.5, DOE Order S480.1B).

b. Responsibility for safe operations shill be clearly delineated in each position description and in
each "roles and responsibility" document (DOE Order 5480.1B, DOE Order 5480.20).
2.

Quality assurance, radiation protection. NCS, and USQD prparation fimcdons dhall b independent
of production and personnel assigned in'these as should be authorized to halt unsafe activities
(DOE Order 5700.6C, DOE Order 5630.1 IA, DOE Order 5480.19).

3.1.3 Bow Requirements Are Met
1.

The plats amc organized in n hierarchical fashion. Each plant maitains an orpnization chaert and
winen position descriptions. The plant manager is the senior Uranium Enrichment official with onsite responsibility for safe operations. There is a direct chain of command from the Plant Manager
to the shift operating staff. On back-shifts and wekends, the plant shift superintendent rCpresents
the plant manager. Manages of all the line and support functions needed for the safe and cfficient
operation of the GDPs repon to the plant manager.
* Responsibility for safe operation and compliance with regulations resides with the plant
managemenL The plant manager assigns responsibility for safe aspects of opraions to all levels
of management and supervision within the plant These responsibilities are outlined in plant
procedures describing specific operations.
* Position descriptions and roles and responsibilities documents are prepared for managerial and
supervisory positions. Periodic performance reviews are conducted to rcforce desired
supervisory behavior.
- Each division manager has the authority and responsibility to enforce safe operations within
his or her division.
- Each department manager has the authority and responsibility to ensure safe opcration within
his or her department
- Each supevisor is charged with the safety of the personnel and the hcility that he or she
supervises.
- Each worker has the authority to stop work if he or she recgnizcs an imminent danger that
the worker cannot immediately address or correct

2.

Quality assurance, radiation protection, NCS, and USQD preparation arm independent from
production activities at both plants. Quality Assurance is the responsibility of the Management
Systems and Compliance Divisions, which a also sparate from production ja both plants.
Department and division managers for these functions have dire access to the plant manager.
Department managers and personnel responsible for radiation protection, NCS, USQD preparation
and Quality Assurance have the authority to halt activities they consider unsafe. Stop work actions
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initiated for safety reasons can only be removed vwih the concurrence of the function manager
responsible for the stop work order.
3.1.4 Status of Conformance
The requirements set forth in Section 3.1.2 ar met as described in Section 3.13 with the following
general exceptions.
^ Some of the plant procedures and other documctation describing the organiional structure are not
consistent with the organization as it currently exists and need to be updated.
3.

ANAGERIAL CONTROLS AND OVERSIGHT

3.2.1 Basic Objecdve
Mfanagement Controls and Oversight (MC&O) shall ensure that activities directly rclevant to nuclear
safety and safeguards and security are conducted n an appropriately controlled manner that ensures
protection of employee and public health and safety and protection of the national scuity interests.
3.22 Implementadon RequirmmentY
I.

Procedures and ocuments important to nuclear safety and safeguards and security shall be
developed, revised, reviewed, approved, distributed, and used in accordance with identified, wrirten
requirements and uthorizations (DOE Order S700.6C and DOE Order 5630.1 IA).

2.

An internal and independent safety review process shall be established and maintained (DOE Order
54S0.5).

3.

Occurrences shall be reported and investigtions conducted on events that could affect the health and
safety of the public, or endanger the health and sfety of workers (DOE Order S000.3B and DOE
Order 5480.21).

4.

A commitment tacking system sb-Jl be maintained to monitor the status of formal commitments to
improve nuclear safety and safeguards.

S.

Administrative controls shall provide sandard methods and requirements for creating. collecting,
maintaining, nd disposing of records rlated to nuclear safety and safeguards and security (DOE
Order 1324.2A; DOE Order 324.SA).

3.2.3 How Requirements Are Met
NMC&O at the UE f :ilitics is assured through implementation of applicable parts of the Uranium
Enrichment Quality Progrin Plan (UEQPP). The UEQPP assigns accountability for quality atinment
and assessment of performance of the management systems to the line organiztios
1.

Nlanagement has established a procedure that defines the expetaions for procedu use. Procedure
use is consistent with a graded approach based on the significance of the activity (both plants, UE.
SPP-PS-I00, Sects. 1.0, 6.2, 63, and 6.4). Procedures exist at the UE and plant lvels that define
how safety and safeguards and security procedures are dcclope revised, reviewed and approved,
and distributed (UE-2-PS-PS1001; P-GP-1, Rev. 2; SPP-PS-001) .

2.

Committees for the review of health and safety issues, the Health nd Safety Review Comminee
(HSRC) at PGDP and the Independent Sfety Review Comminec (ISRC) at PORTS, provide
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independent health and safety oversight to safety analysis documentation, FSARs, OSRs) and
Unrrviewed Safety Questions (USQs).
3.

Unusual Occurrence Reporting and investigation of abnormal events include identification and
categorization of events as well as analysis of root cause, effectiveness of response to the occurrence,
and impact or effect of the occurrence on nuclear safety, safeguards and security. Corrective actions
are entered into the commitment tracking system, and their completion is independently validated
appropnately verified, and documented (both plants, UE2-MC-CI-1001, Chapters 2, 63, and 7). See
also Section 2.5.1.2 for more detail concerning current practice on Unusual Occurrence Reporting.

4.

Commitment tking is provided through a dedicated database for trucking, treading, and
managerial review. All corrective actions and commitments from Health and Safety Review
Committee (HSRC) and Independent Safety Review CommitIee (ISRC) actions, interal and extenal
assessments, Lessons Lcarned, and unusual occurrences are independently validated, tracked, tended,
appropriately verified, and documented (both plants, UE2-MC-CI-1001, Chapters 2, 63, and 7).

S.

A rcords management process is esublisbt; by documented administtive controls that provide
srandard methods and requirements for the creation, collection, maintenance, and disposition of
records related to nuclear sfety, safeguards and security. Designated rntion times znd storage
requirements am provided (both plants, UEQPP, Criterion 4).

3.2.4 St2anz of Cocformance
The requirements set forth in Sction 3.2.2 art met as described in Section 323.
3.3

OPERATIONS

3.3.1 Basic Objective
Management shall ensure that plant operations arn performed within the controls developed through
the use of hazard analysis and safety reviews.
3.3.2 Implementation Requirements
1.

Operating bounds for safety systems and components as established by OSRs shall be observed
(DOE Order 5480.5, DOE Order 5480.22).

2.

Safety system surveillance requirements, as established in the OSRs, shall be conducted as specified.
Additional tests to verity proper operation of systems and integrity of confinement structures shall
be conducted after significant maintenance as specified in post-maintenance testing procedures.
Completed OSR surveillance tests and safety ystem check shects shall be independently reviewed.
(DOE Order 4330.4A, DOE Order 5480.19, and DOE Order 5700.6C).

3.

Procedures shall be prepared to facilitate initial and periodic tests of safcty.relaed equipment to
ensure it operates and mects design objectives (DOE Order 5480.5, DOE Order 5480.21, and DOE
Order 5700.6C).
0

4.

Management shall assess plant operations and personnel performance through a program of
monitoring and plant tours (DOE Order 5480.5, DOE Order 5480.21).

S.

Turnovers conducted for selected shift ations shall ensurm the effective and accurte transfer of
information between shift personnel (DOE Order 480.19).
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6.

MIanarement shall ensure that proposed changes which involve an Unreviewed Safety Question or
a change in the Authorization Basis or n Operational Safety Requirement a not implemented
without DOE consent and written approval (DOE 5480.21).

7.

Management shall ensure that As Found' conditions which potentially involve an Unrnviewed
Safety Question or a change in the Authorization Basis or an Operational Safety Requirenent that
DOE is notified and that appropriate engineering reviews and safety assessments of the condition
are performed and submitted to DOE for rview (DOE 5000.3B, 5480.21).

3.3.3 How Requirements Arc Met
I.

The OSR (PORTS GAT/GDP-1074, Parts A through L; PGDP KY-315) provide safety limits,
operating limits, surveillance requirements, bases, and administradve controls to ensure sfe
operations. The OSRs art implemented through site procedures, which ae required to be used (both
plants UE-SPP.PS-100).

2.

System surveillance rquirements are contained in the OSRs (PORTS GAT/GDP-1074, Parts A
through L; PGDP KY-3 15). Post-maintenance testing and inspections am performed in accordance
with procedures (PORTS OPS-13; PGDP OPS-13). Completed OSR surveillance tests and safety
system check shects are independently reviewed (PGDP P-GP-1).

3.

Requirements for initial and periodic testing of sfety-class systems are contained in the OSR
(PORTS GATIGDP-1074, Pats A through L; PGDP KY-3 15). The OSRs ac implemented through
site procedures, which are required to be used (both plants UE-SPP-PS-100). Completed OSR
surveillance tests and safety system check sheets am ndependently rviewed (PORTS P-ESH-S7;
PGDP P-GP-I).

4.

A management self-assessment program hs been implemented to monitor the effectiveness of
operational safety activities. Management personnel arc walking their spaces (both plants, UE2-MCCl 1003).

5.

Shif turnovers are conducted in accordance with written procedures developed to ensure the
effectiveness and accuracy of the transfer of information between shift personnel (PORTS OPS-I 1;
PGDP P-GP-104).

6.

Proposed changes that involve an Unreviewed Safety Question or a change in the Authorization
Basis or an Operational Safety Requirement are not implemented without submission to DOE and
without DOE consent and written approval (PORTS-SA-0DI, PGDP-P-ENG-4).

7.

Engineering reviews and safety assessments of the as found' conditions which potentially involve
an Unrviewed Safety Question or a change in the authorization basis or an Operational Safety
Requirement arc performed and submitted to DOE As found' conditions are reported to DOE.

3.3.4 Status of Conformance
The requirements set forth in Section 3.3.2 are met as described in Section 3.3.3 with the following
4
general exceptions:
Independent reviews of OSR surveillance tests and safety-systems checks a
PORTS.
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not yet conducted at

3.4 ENGWEERIMG REVIEWS
3.4.1 B2sic Objectives
There shall be a documented review process to ensure () that all plant and procedure changes arm
reviewed to confirm that adequate nuclear safety, and safeguards are maintained and to identify
Unreviewed Safety Questions and (2) that appropriate performance requirements are included in
procurement specifications for safety system items.
3.4.2 Implementation Requirements
1.

Procedures and controls shall be established to ensure appropriate reviews of the following.

•

Each change to procedures and plant or equipment design impacting safety systems to ensure the
adequacy of configuration control, radiation, criticality, nuclear safety and safeguards considerations
and to maintain appropriate limits (DOE Order 5480.5, DOE Order 5480.21, DOE Order 5480.22,
DOE Order 5480.23, and DOE Order S700.6C).

*

Each procurement document for safety systems to ensure that they contain appropriate information
on established radiological and criticality safety requirements and to ensure that vendors shall supply
equipment that will perform unde expected service conditions (DOE Order 5480.5; DOE Order
548021; DOE Order 5480.22; DOE Order 5480.23; and DOE Order 5700.6C).

2.

Listings of all changes to plant and equipment safety systems evaluated through the use of
engineering reviews, safety assessments and USQDs shall be maintained for each calendar year.
Appropriate documentation shall be made available for regulatory oversight review if requested
(DOE Order 5480.21 DOE under 5480.22 DOE order 5480.23, and DOE order 5700.6C).

3.

Engineering reviews of proposed changes to the plant facilities, procedures, and or tests (or
additional tests not included in the authorization basis) which involve an unreviewed safety question
or a change in the authorization basis or an operational safety requirement are submitted to DOE for
review and concurrence prior to implementation (DOE Order 5480.21).

3.43 How Requirements Ar Met
1.

Procedures and controls have been established as described below
The manager of each nuclear facility (building or operation) is required to notify the nuclear safety
department head of any proposed changes to a safety system; any significant facility or process
modification, tests, or experiments being performed without an Engineering Service Order (ESO);
and any temporary modifications, as defined in plant procedures. Tbe nuclear safety organization

reviews these to confirm that adequate radiation protection, criticality safety, and safeguards n
maintained and to identify Unreviewed Safety Questions. For significant facility or process
modification, tests, or experiments being performed under an ESO, the nuclear safety organization
reviews ESO to confirm that adequate radiation protection, criticality safety, and safeguards Are
maintained and to identify USQ (both plants UEQPP, Criterion 6; PORTS SPP-H45, Sect. C, SA001, Sect.6.2; PGDP SPP-P-ENG4; Sect. 6.2.). Similarly, each procedure change request is
screened by a qualified USQ reviewer to determine whether its implementation would involve a
USQ (both plants UE2-PS-PS-001, SecL 6.4). Procedure change requests are also required to be
reviewed by the Procedure Configuration Control Board, which is required to have representation
in sufficiently broad functional reas to enable it to confirm that adequate radiation protection,
criticality safety, and safeguards are maintained (PORTS SPP-PS-001, SPP-PS-002; PGDP P-GP9').
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Specific measures have been implemented to require that the information within procurement
documents for safety system components conforms to approved specifications. All safety system
component purchase orders or bills of materials are required to be marked as rquiring special
inspections unless the requirement for special inspections is clearly identfied on the engineering data
sheets from which orders are made. Furthermore, engineering specifies the inspections and quality
assuance documentation that am required from the vendors as a condition of purchase for safcty
system components prior to its acceptance for use within the plants (PORTS SPP-H-31, SPP.H4-;
PGDP P-ESH 57, Sect.5.1). Procedures require that engineering aprove all data sheets for safety
system components before their actal procurement (PORTS SPP-H-3.1, SPP-H45; PGDP P ESH
57, SccLS.2).
2.

Appropriate documentation is maintained at both GDPs (PGDP: P-ESH-20; PORTS: SPP-H-30).

3.

Engineering reviews of proposed changes as described in the Implementation Requirements am
submitted to DOE for rview and concurrence prior to implementation (PORTS-SA-001, PGDP-PENG-4).

3.4.4 Stus of Conformance
The requirements set forth in Section 3.4.2 axe met as described in Section 3.4.3 with the following
general exceptions:
- The confieuration control process (including s-built drawings) for safety systens needs to be fully
implemented.
3.5

TRALNING AND QUALIFICATION

3.5.1 Basic Objective
Plant personnel must be aware of and trained to recognize and cope with safety hazards and
safeguards requirements that they will encounter in their jobs, and they must be appropriately trained and
qualified for nuclear safety-related functions they perform.
3.5.2 Implementaion Requirements
1.

Line managers are responsible for defiing training needs and assuring completion of training and
demonstration of performance proficiency (qualification) of their employees consistent with theirjob
content (DOE Order 5480.18A, 5480.19, and 5480.20).

2.

The independent training organization shal' co-develop with line management a description of each
oreanization's training rquirements and record status in satisfying these requirements, thereby
ensuring effective implementation and control of training activities (DOE Order 5480.20).

3.

Plant personnel and visitors or contractors shall successfully complete training in the ars listed
below before they are granted unescorted access to controlled reas (DOE 5480.11, and DOE Order
5480.20).
4
* Plant radiological, chemical, criticality, and industrial safety hazards;
*

Plant safety rules; and

*

Plant evacuation procedures.
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4.

Plant personnel shall successfully complete radiation protection training before they arc granted
unescocrtd access to radiological areas (DOE 5480.11, and DOE Order 5480.20).

S.

As rquired, personnel shall successfully complete performance based training for safety-related
activities. (DOE Order 5480.19, and DOE Order 5480.20).

6.

Personnel shall successfully complete nuclear safety and feguards and security training, training
and rqualification at established intervals. (DOE Order S480.19, and DOE Order 5480.20).

7.

Training requirements shall be defined and training provided to all supervisors and managers with
respect to their responsibilities in the areas of safety ad safeguards and security (DOE Order
5480.18A, DOE Order 5480.19, and DOE Order 5480.20).

3.5.3 How Requirements Are Met
1.

Line management establishes operating standards, communicates performance cxpectdons to all
personnel, approves training programs developed jointly with plant training organizations, and
verifies successful completion of these programs (reference UE-SPP-TRN-!, 5.0).

2.

Both GDPs have dedicated independent training organizations. These training departments serve the
operations, production, and maintenance organizations but remain functionally separate. The training
deparr.ients have dedicated facilities, equipment, and staff to support training fnctions. The
training staff at both facilities is comprised of certified instructors, suitably qualified in theL- fields
and experts in the subjects they teach.
Both plant's training organizations document and track training requirements and completion using
training data base software. The training organizations, together with line managemcnt, have
developed a Training Development and Administrative Guide DAG) and Qualification Standard
to describe and control taining activities. Plant training procedures have rccntly been reviewed
for detail, applicability, and usability.

3.

The following safety and safeguard-related training is given to plant persornel and to visitors or
connactors who require unescorted access to controlled areas. (Standard Pracice and Procedure
(SPPs) currently shown as DRAFT are expected to be final by July 1, 1993.)
* General Topics: Following review of Martin Mrietta-Uranium Enrichment (MM-UE) programs,
the trainee is expected to be able to identify health and safety programs; employee and visitor
responsibilities; and emergency programs, signals, and actions required [PGDP SPP P-ESH-1;
PORTS SPP TQ-014 (draft)].
*

Hazard Communication: The purpose of this general overview, awarcness-level coure is to make
every employee aware that hazardous chemicals arc present in the workplace and to help them
understand the function of warning lbels and signs, MSDSs, and the written Hazard
Communication Program (PGDP SPP P-ESH-30; PORTS H&S SPP H-S8, Sect. J).

* General Employee Radiation Training: The training covers the employee's esponsibilities for
maintaining exposures to radiation and radioactive materials as low as reasonably achievable
(ALARA). It reviews natural background and man-made sources of radiation, the whole body
radiation dose limit for nonradiological workers, the potential biological ffects from chronic
radiation doses, ALARA concepts and practices; and methods used to control radiological
materials (UE-SPP-ESH-5, Sect. 6.2).
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* Emergency Prepamdness: Introduces the trainee to the basic Emergency Preparedness Program
elements including: the definition of "emergency" plant safety objectives and priorities, ways
to report emergencies, the recognition nd correct responses to plant alarm signals, the correct
response to evacuations caused by radiological and nonradiological emergencies, personnel
accountability, and each cmployee's responsibilities related to ernergencies (PGDP SPP
P-ESH-500; PORTS H&S SPP-H-6, Sect. 5.12.4).
* General NCS: The training emphasizes the prevention of acidental nuclear criticality and
describes the hazards and risks of a nuclear criticality acident, recall, and criticality safety
responsibilities and identifies the proper response to a nuclear criticality alarm (PGDP SPP PESH-20; PORTS H&S SPP H-30, Sect 2.C).
*

Health and Safety Rights: Covers the .employee's rights and responsibilities and employer duties
(PGDP SPP P-ESH-I; PORTS H&S SPP H-24, B.2.).

4.

Radiation Worker Training includes a comprehensive classroom and practical curriculum consisting
of radiological theory and site-specific applications. Proper use of radiological protective clothing
and equipment is stressed during the practical exercise (UE-SPP-ESH-S, Sect. 63).

S.

Based on job assignment as specified in the TDAG or Qualification Standard, appropriate employees
also attend higher level performance based training in the following areas.
* Hazard Communication and Chemical Safety (PGDP SPP P-ESH-30; PORTS H&S SPP H-49,
Sect. 6.1.1, SPP H-58, Sect J).
*

Lockout/Tagout for Authorized Employee (PGDP SPP P-ESH-I 13, SPP P-ESH-l 16; PORTS
H&S SPP M4, Sect. 5.3.2).

*

Reproductive Hazards (UE SPP-ESH-3; PORTS H&S SPP H-64, Sect 6.13.a).

The Emergency Response Training Program is designed to meet emergency response training needs
for plant emergency response team personnel. Emergency response tm members from key
functional areas are trained. Training in these kej functional areas is designed to meet the individual
training requirements. Documentation of training is maintained within the Safeguards, Security, and
Emergency Services Division records or in the plant central training records files.
The Maintenance training programs are designed to provide a skilled workforce that has the technical
expertise and safety-rclated knowledge and skills necessary to ensure the integrity oS plant safety
systems and/or critical components during maintenance operations. Craft personnel and supervisors
are trained in key maintenance functional positions. Training in these key functional positions is
designed to meet the individual training requirements. Documentation of training is controlled by
the Training Deparunent and maintained by Records Management (UETRN-1, Sect 1.2; UETRN-6,
Sect. 6.2; and IJETRN-7, Sect. 7.2).
The Operations training programs zre designed to meet the operational training needs for plant
operations personnel. Operators nd supervisors are trained in key functional positions.
Documentation of training is controlled by the Training Department and maintained by Records
hanagement (UETRN-1, Sect 1.2; UETRN-6, Sect. 6.2; UETRN-7, Sect 7.2; PORTS PX-008,
Sect. 5.2).
Mobile Equipment and Transportation Safety Training Program is designed to meet Mobile
Equipment and Transportation taining needs to support plant operations. Training in these key
functional areas is designed to meet the individual training requirements. Documentation of training
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will be maintained with Mobile Equipment and Transportation Safety Training or in the plant central
tnaining records files (PGDP SPP P-ESH-102; PORTS H&S SPP H-1 I).
6.

Personnel complete nuclear safety and safeguards and security-related initial training, retraining, and
requalification training a established intervals as described in the TDAG, Qualification Standard,
or site-specific procedures and policies.

7.

Supervisors and managers attend initial training is noted for radiological, chemical, criticality, and
industrial safety. In addition, based on documented requirements regarding applicability, supervisors
and managers attend additional classroom ining on the following subjects.
* NCS Training for Supervisors PGDP SPP P-ESH-20; PORTS H&S SPP H-30, Sect. 2.C).
* Hazard Commur.ication Training for Supervisors (PGDP SPP P-ESH-30; PORTS H&S SPP H58, Sect. 3).
* LockoutTagout Training Issuing Authorities (PGDP SPP P-ESH-I 13, SPP P-ESH-1 16; PORTS
H&S SPP M-4, Sect. 5.3.2).

3.5.4 Status ot Conformance
The requirements set forth in Section 3.5.2 arm met as described in Section 3.5.3 vith the following
general exceptions:
- Performance-based training has not been implemented for all specialties.
3.6

QUALM ASSURANCE

3.6.1 Basic Objective
A Quality Assurance program shall be established to ensure that planned and systematic actions will
provide adequate confidence that nuclear safety and sfeguards and security related structures, systems,
and components will perform satisfactorily in service.
3.6.2 Implementation Requirements
For nuclear safety and saeCguards and security-related systems, structures, components, and related
operations, the Quality Assurance Proga shall include, as a minimum, the following elements
(ANSLINQA-1, DOE Order 5700.6C).
I.

A ,written Quality Assurance Prograrn which describes the established QA organizational structure,
functional rsponsibilities, levels of authority, duties, and interfaces shall be developed and
maintained.

2.

Personnel shall be trained and qualified to ensure that they can perform their assigned work nd to
ensure that job proficiency is maintained.

3.

The organization shall establish and implement processes to detect and prevent quality problems.
Items and processes that do not meet established requirements shall be identified, acceptably
controlled, and corrected.
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4.

Documents shall be prcparcd, reviewed, approved, issued, used, and revised to prescribe processes,
specify requirements, and establish designs for items that can impact public health and safety.
Related records shall be identified, prepared, rviewed, approved, and maintained.

5.

Safety-related work shall be performed to established technical standards using ppropriate
administrative controls and under controlled conditions using approved instructions, procedures, or
other appropriate specifications.

6.

Safety-related items and processes shall be designed using appropriate standards. Design work,
including changes, shall be conducted to applicable requirements and design bases. Design interfaces
shall be identified and controlled. The adequacy of design products shall be validated by
individuals or goups other than those who perform the work. Verification and validation of work
results shall be completed before the design is approved and implemented.

7.

The organization shall ensure that procure
requirements and perform as specified.

8.

Insocction and acceptance testing of specified items and processes shall be conducted using
established performnance criteria.

9.

Management at all levels shall periodically assess performance to the requirements of the integrated
quality assurance program. Problems that binder the organization from achieving its objectives shall
be identified and corrected.

safety-related items and services meet established

3.6.3 Bow the Requirements Axe Met
For safety and safeguards and security systers, stuctures, components and related operations, the
Quality Assurance Program for the GDPs includes the following clmcnts.
I.

The Uranium Enrichment Quality Program Plan (UE QPP) is described in UEO-221, Rev 0, Qulify
Program Plan for Uranium Enrichmtnt. The Quality Assurance program is derived from the
consensus standard ANSI/ASME NQA-1 (1989) and meets the rquirements set forth in Section
3.6.2.

2.

Persons performing Quality Assurance related activities ae trained to ensure that they are sufficiently
knowledgeable to perform assigned activities (both plants, UE2-MC-1 1001, UE4-MC-Q1001, and
UE--MC-Q1 1002).
0

3.

A system of independent assessments to verify compliance with key aspects of the Quality Program
and to determine the effectiveness of the program is in place and is implemented through plant
policies and procedures (both plants, UE2-MC-11001). Controls for the identification and
disposition of nonconforming items ae implemented through plant and department policies and
procedures (both plants. UE2-MC-CI 1002 (Draft)].
A corrective action system is established to control management of identified deficiencies. Line
management determines the root cause of the deficiency and develops a corrective action plan.
Corrective actions for deficiencies identified in assessmentsoccurrence rporting, Health and Safety
Review Committee (HSRC) and Independent Safety Review Committe (ISRC) reviews,
nonconformance reports, and Lessons Learned a entered in a dedicated database for acking,
trending, and managerial review. Commitmcnts made in connection with completion of corrective
actions are entered in a commitment tacking data base. These are independently validated, tracked,
trended, and, upon closure, verified with documentation of the complete process (both plants UE2NIC-CI 1001 and UE2-MC-Cl 100 (raft)].
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4.

Development, rview, approval, distribution, and change control of documents that specify quality
requirements or prescribe activities affecting quality are implemented through plant policies and
procedures (both plants, UE2-PS-PS1001).

5.

Work on safety systems is controlled and performed through the use of approved procedures [both
plants, UE2-MC-MC1001 (Dra)].

6.

Design controls are implemented through plant and departmental policies and proccdurcs.
* Applicable design requirements are specified and translated into design documents (both pitnts,
UE2-EN- 1002).
* Design interfaces are identified and controlled both plants, UE2-EN-1001 (Draft)].
* Indepcndent reviews and upervisory rcviews verify the adequacy of nuclear saety and safetyrelated designs prior to design implementation [both plants UE2-EN-1003 (Drsi)].
* Control measures commensurate with those applied to the original designs govem design
changes, field changes, and nonconformance dispositions (both plants UE2-MC-CI 1002 and
UE2-EN- 1002).

7.

Procurement documentation rquirements a implemented through plant policies and procedures
(PGDP P-GP-24; PORTS SOP 320.15, SPP-P-1). Controls for procurement of materials, parts,
components, and services that are intended for use in designated safety systems are implemented
through plant policies and procedures (PGDP P-GP-28, PGP-48, P-PRO.3, Energy Systems
Procurement Division Operating Manual, PORTS procedure required).
Controls for shipping, handling, and storing materials, parts, and components intended for use in
safety systems arc implemented through plant and departnent policies and procedures (PGDP
P-GP-23; PORTS procedure required).

8.

Performance criteria for inspection and testing of work on safety systems are implemented through
plant policies and procedures (both plants UE2-MC-QSIOOI and UE2-MC-QI1002).

9.

Management assessments are conducted considering performance to assigned objectives, trends
reviews, performance observation in the workplace, deficiency review, and adequacy of management
system documentation [both plants, UE2-MC-CI 1004 (Draft)].

3.6.4 Status of Conformance
The rquirements set forth in Section 3.6.2 are met as described in Section 3.6.3 with the following
general cxceptions:
• Not all procedures required to support the quality assurance program have been prepared and approved.
* Records-management programs for nuclear safety, safeguards and security need to be fully implemented
at both plants.
* However, certain compensatory and mitigating actions have been approved by DOE pending full
implementation of the QA requirements set forth in section 3.6.2. These compensatory and mitigating
actions are described in the following documents:
PGDP, a letter to the DOE site office dated December 18, 1992. (Subject: Status of 21 Quality
Management Systems),
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* for PORTS, a lener to DOE site office dated February 18, 1993. (Subject: Compensatory
Actions, Ponsmouth), and
* the Uranium Enrichment Quality Program mplementation, February 12, 1993.
3.7

M.4.ThTENANCE

3.7.1 Basic Objective
Nuclear safety and safeguards and security-related maintenance shall include effctive programs for
preventive maintenance, corrective maintenance, and calibration of instruments.
3.7.2 Implementation Requirements
I.

A corrective maintenance program shall be implemented to ensure that prompt and cffectivec
maintenance is performed on malfunctioning nuclur fety systems, seguards, and security
equipment (DOE Order 4330.4A).

2.

A preventive maintenance program shall be implemented to ensure the operability of nuclear safety
systems, safeguards, nd security'equipment (DOE Order 4330.4A).

3.

A documented instrument calibration program, employing standards traceable to th^ national
standards system or to nationally accepted standards, shall be implemented for the calibration of
equipment and monitoring devices necssary for the proper maintenance and operation of nuclear
safety systems and safeguards equipment (DOE Order 4330.4A, DOE 5633.3A, and DOE 5700.6C).

4.

Controls shall be established to ensure safety systems are not disabled or diminished by planned
activities.

3.7.3 How Requirements Are Met

1.

The corrective maintenance program ensures that facility systems, stmuctures, and components are
returned to their designed condition in a timely and effective manner (both plants; Maintenance
Implementation Plan, Sect 3, MAP-WC-001, MAP-CM-001, MAP-PSC-001, and MAP-PCU-001;
PORTS SPP-M-1, SPP-PS-001, SPP-PS-002, SPP-PS-003, SPP-PS.004).

2.

The operability of nuclear safety systems is ensured by proper application of surveillance testing and
preventive maintenance program elements. The preventive maintenance program uses a computer
data base to tack and report program performance. Preventive maintenance schedules are derived
from vendor recommendations, engineering analysis, and 40 years of operating xperience (both
plants, MW-PM-001; PORTS MAP-PM.002).

3.

All nuclear safety-related measuring and test equipment standards arm included in the plant recall
system and are calibrated using procedures that provide for traceability to National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST). Measurement control programs are in place to ssure that
equipment used to measure SNM is calibrated in a manner traceable to national standards (PORTS
POEF 1197, Sect. 6.0; PGDP KY/D-3899, Sec M.D).

4.

A SafeW System Permit is required at PGDP when designed safety system" will be disabled,
diminished, or affected by planned tasks. At PORTS, work on safety systems is controlled by
marking the Safety System block on the Maintenance Srvice Request (MSR) when requesting
maintenance for safety systems and using the Safety System Data Sheet to Document the work.
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3.7.4 Status of Conformance
The requirements set forth in Section 3.7.2 are met as described in Section 3.7.3.
3.8 RADIATION PROTECTION PROGRAMS, SYSTEMS, DESIGNS, AND PERMITS
3.8.1 Basic Objective
The radiation exposure of employees, contractors, and visitors and the release of radioactive effluents
to unrestricted areas shall be maintained as far below the regulatory limits as is rasonbly achievable,
economic and societal factors being taken into account.
3.8.2 Implementation Requirements
1.

A radiation control program that defines steps to be taken to limit xposure of workers and the
public shall be established (DOE Order 5480.5, DOE Order 5480.1 1).

2.

Line managermcot shall be responsible for radiation protection (DOE Order 5480.11).

3.

A radiation protection organization, independent of production or operations, shall be provided to
guide and assist line managers in fulfilling their radiation protection responsibilities (DOE Order
5480.1 1).

4.

A radiation protection manager shall be provided to advise and consult with line managers and to
guide the radiation protection activities (DOE Order 5480.11).

S.

Instructions concerning all the activities of radiation protection technicians shall be provided.
Radiation protection procedures for the control and use of radioactive materials Lnd radiationgenerating devices shall provide for safe operations (DOE Order 5480.11).

6.

A formally structured, uditable ALARA program with established milestones to ensure that
exposures ae maintained at ALARA levels shall be in place (DOE Order 5480.11).

7.

A respiratory protection program to limit the intake of airborne radioactive materials and to protect
employcs from potentially hazardous atmospheres shall be estblisbed (DOE Order 5480.11).

8.

A bioassay system shall be established that will evaluate Committed Effective Dose Equivalents
(CEDE) to personnel who arm occupationally exposed to radiation with the likelihood to receive
intakes of 100 mrcm or more (CEDE) (DOE Order 5430.11).

9.

Engineering and administrative controls and personal protective equipment shall be used to control
the cxposure of employees to internal radiation sources; occupational exposures shall be evaluated
and recorded when the potential exposure could exceed 2% of the regulatory limit (DOE Order
5480.1 1).

10.

Employee exposure to external radiation sources shall be controlled using postings, interlock
systems, monitoring, and surveys. Occupational exposures shall be evaluated and recorded when
the potential exposure could exceed 2% of the annual limit for effective dose equivalent. Exposure
of extremities and the skin shall be evaluated us appropriate (DOE Order 5480.11).
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11.

Radiation areas, high radiation areas, very high radiation areas, contanination areas, high
contamination areas, airborne radioactivity areas, and radioactive materials (storage) area shall be
prominently and distinctly marked to preclude inadvertent or unknowing entry by employees,
visitors, and contractors (DOE Order 5480.11).

12.

Plant alarms to alert personnel in and around facilities of emergency conditions or impending
hdzars shall be provided (DOE Order 5480.11).

13.

The radiation monitoring and contamination control program shall ensure worker protection from
radiation exposures. Sources of radioactive contamination shall be coritrolled at the source and steps
shall be taken to limit the extent of contamination. The extent of contaninaed areas shall be limited
by vigorous decontamination efforts (DOE Order 5480.11, DOE Order 5480.1B).

14.

Airborne radioactive materials, surface contamination, and cxternal radiation xposures shall be
monitored and surveyed to assure that employee internal accumulations of radioactive materials can
be routinely estimated and to ensure that exposures are at ALARA levels (DOE Order 5480.11, DOE
Order 5480.1B).

I S.

Personnel dosimetry shall be used and maintained so that results will be accurately determined (DOE
Order 5480.15, DOE Order 5480.11).

16.

A formal inventory program to aCount for nonexempt byproduct material sources and to provide
for their control, movement, and leak testing shall be maintained (DOE N5400.10).

17..

Provisions shall be made to provide for oversight of radiation protection programs. The audit
program for both routine operations and unusual radiological occurrences shall provide for adequate
assessment of performance (DOE Order 5480.1!I

18.

A Radiation Work Permit (RWP) system to ensure that radiation exposure and contamination
controls are applied to all activities involving entry into radiation, aiborne radioactivity, and,
contamination areas and to other work areas with radioactive materials shall be established (DOE
Order 5480.1 1).

19.

Radiation protection instructions to workers such is RWPs shall be available for review at the enty
of the work area to which they apply (DOE Order 5480.11).

20.

Radiation measuring instruments used to evaluate hazards or define employee exposure shall be
subject to periodically scheduled maintenance and calibration in accordance with approved
procedures; the sources of radiation measured will be NIST tracablc (DOE Order 5480.11).

21.

Employees shall be provided with an annual report of their occupational exposure history in
accordance with Paragraph 9.n of DOE Order 5480.11, and visitors shall be provided with
information with respect to their exposure in acordance with Paragraph IXV3.d of DOE Order
54 84. I A. Summary exposure information containing the data specified in Paragrph IVA.a of DOE
Order 5484.1 shall be reported annually to DOE (DOE Order 5480.11 and DOE Order 5484.IA).

22.

Records related to occupational radiation exposure shall be maintained in a manner that permits easy
recovery of the data, allows for trend analysis, and aids in the protection of the individual and the
control of radiation exposure (DOE Order 5480.11, DOE 1324.2A, and DOE 1324.5A).

23.

An occupational health program shall be established to oversee, promote, and protect the radiological
and nonradiological health of plant personnel.
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3.8.3

ow Requirements Ame Met

1.

A radiation protection progrm consisting of specific radiation protection procedures has been
established (both plants, Appendix B of UE-SPP.ESH.2).

2.

Radiation Protection, Maintenance, and Operations procedures list and assign line managers' and
supervisors' rsponsibilities for radiation protection.

3.

Each GDP has a dedica2ed radiation protection organization that is separate from the GDP operations
and production and maintenance opetions (both plants, UE-SPP-ESH-2, Appendix B).

4.

The division managers of the Health and Safety Divisions at P¢DP And PORTS am the designated
Radiation Protection Managers (both plants, UE-SPP-ESH-2, Appendix B).

5.

Operating procedures and instructions concerning the activities of the Radiation Protection
Technicians have been prepared and ar incorporated in departmental procedures at both plants.

6.

The approved ALARA program requires that the radiation protection staff review employee radiation
exposures, the results of atr and contamination monitoring, proposed operating procedures, and other
technical documents used in pre-job planning, incident and occrrence reports, and other information
peninent to the reduction of expoiure. Lessons learned from such rviews arc distributed and made
available throughout the plants. ALARA reviews are also conducted when new facilities are
designed and when existing facilities and processes are modified. Plant ALARA committees provide
oversight of ALARA activitics (both plants, UE-SPP-ESH-3, Sct. 5.3; UESPP-ESH-6; UE-SPPESH-7, Sect 7; UE&SPP-ESH-8, Sect. 5.3, 6, and 7).

7.

A respiratory protection program has been established to govern the selection and use of respirators
to reduce the internal exposure of employees. Procedues govern rlated trining, define the medical
qualifications and fit testing of employees, and ensure employee medical fitness to use rcpiratory
protection (PGDP P-ESH-9; PORTS SPP-H-42).

8.

Routine urinalysis programs arc conducted to determine the uptake of uranium compounds. In vivo
anal:sis is performed upon selected employees working in restricted (radiological) areas. Dose
estimates, using standard programs, are made as rquircd (both plants, UE-SPPNESH-8, Sect 5.3,
6, and 7).

9.

Engineering controls, postings, personnel monitoring, and protective clothing are used to control the
spread of radioactive materials in the workplace. Containment devices to control contamination at
the source Are being introduced at the two sites. Decontamination, where required, is being
conducted and achieves ALARA objectives (both plants, UE-SPPESH-6).

10.

All employees, contractors, and visitors who work ithin or who have reason to enter the controlled
areas of the plant are provided with a TLD. Controlled aeas within the plant are posted. Also see
paragraphs 11, 12, 18, and 19.

11.

Radiation Arcas, High Radiation Areas, Airborne Activity Areas, High Aizbomne Radioactivity Areas,
Contamination Arcas, High Contamination Ares, Controlled Aras, Radiological Areas, Regulated
Areas, and Radoactive Materials Storage Amas ar posted with wsining signs (both plants; UE-SPPESH-6, Sect. 6.1).

12.

Alarm systems are installed to provide visual or audible warning signals to alert personnel to
evacuate or to rfrain from entering ieas where high external radiation fields xist or where a
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criticality event may have occurred. These systems arc periodically tested (both plants, UE-SPPESH-I 1, UEHP-E-2, UEHP-E4.). (See also the Sect. on Nuclear Criticality.)
13.

The contamination control program incorporates radiological monitoring, radiological survey
inspections, audits, reviews, investigations, training, and the use of portable containment sructures
to maintain program effectiveness (both plants, UESPP-ESH-6).

14.

Continuous and periodic air sampling and periodic contamination surveys are performed routinely
using calibrated instruments in accordance with approved procedures. Material, tools, equipmeint,
and personnel leaving contaminated areas are surveyed for contamination before release.
Nonradiological as are surveyed periodically. Personnel also perform self-monitoring when
leaving radiological (restricted) areas (both plants, UE-SPP-ESH-6, Sect. 6.5).

15.

The external dosimetry program at PGDi and PORTS are DOELAP accredited. DOELAP is DOE's
accreditation program for dosimetry and is similar to NVLAP (both plants, UE-SPP-ESH-7, Sect.
S.'" and 7).

16.

A source custodian is designated for each nonexempt, sealed, byproduct material source and for each
radiation-producing machine. Central filing systems, computer inventories are maintained for
radioactive materials sources, and madiation-generating machines. hese inventories arc validated
by physical inventory. Leak testing of sealed sources is accomplished at specified intervals (both
plants, UE-SPP-ESH-12, Sect. 5.9, 6.9, 6.11; UEHP-O-11, Sect 8).

17.

Audit teams conduct audits and surveillances of radiological activities to determine adequacy,
compliance, and effectiveness of radiation protection programs by investigation, examination, and
evaluation of established procedures, instructions, drawings, and other applicable documents. See
also the sections on MC&O and Quality Assurance (both plants, UE-SPP-ESH-2, Appendix A).

18.

RWPs are completed in accordance with plant procedures (both plants, UE-SPP-ESH-9).

19.

RWPs are posted at the entry of appropriate radiation areas (except for cylinder yards), airborne
radioactivity areas, and contamination res. RWPs are also required for performing any task that
involves exposure to radiation or to radioactive materials above established limits. The RWP
specifies monitoring and entry and exit requirements and the level of personal protective equipment
required (both plants, UE-SPP-ESH-9, Sect. 5).

20.

Radiation protection instrurnents are calibrated and maintained periodically (both plants, UE-SPPESH-10, Sect. 5.6 and 6.1).

21.

Employees are given annual dose summaries. Employee doses are trended and tracked. Other
radiation protection-related operational-type records are also maintained (both plants, UE-SPP-ESH2, Appendix A; UE-SPP-ESH-3, Sect. 5.3; UESPP-ESH-7, Sect 6 and 7; UE-SPP-ESH-8, Sect.
5.3, 6, and 7; UE-SPP-ESH-13). (See also the sections on MC&O and Quality Assurance.)

22.

Records to document the conduct of monitoring activities and surveys of occpational doses received
by employees, contractors, and visitors are prepared and maintained.

23.

Medical staffs perform required medical examination, review records of occupational exposure,
define biological monitoring requirements and interpret results, investigate overexposure, and
otherwise support the occupational medicine programs at both plants.
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3.8.4 Status of Conformance
The rquirements set forth in Section 3.8.2 arm met as described in Section 3.8.3 with the following
gencral exceptions:
* The UE-SPP procedures and plant Health Physics procedures arm not internally consistent
* Prscribed survey frequencies are not consistently being met.
* The radiation protection record keeping procedures have not bee fully, implemented.
* Radiation wmrning signs and other signs need to be made consistent on a plant-wide basis.
* Issues with respect to the management of.fixed and rmovable contamination need to be resolved.
* The in vivo counter t PGDP requires upgrade, new calibration phantoms, and upgraded software in
order to be functional at a state-of-the-art level.

* Additional hand and foot monitors, whole body monitors, and other contamination control
instrumentation are needed to support program activities.
a

3.9 NJCLEAR CRITICALITY SAFETY
3.9.1 Basic Objectives
A NCS Program shall provide the necessary elements to protect personnel from potentially dangerous
effects zf a nuclear criticality accident. This goal shall be ccomplished by implementing administrative
and engineered process controls. These controls will minimize the possibility of a nuclear criticality
accident, and implementing emergency response plans will minimize personnel exposure if a nuclear
criticality accident occurs.
3.9.2 Implementation Requirements
I.

Management shall be responsible for the safety of operations. Responsibility for NCS shall be
clearly defined and established. Management shall provide personnel skilled in the interpretation
of data pertinent to NCS and familiar with operations to serve is advisors to supervision (ANSI 8.1,
DOE Order 5480.24).

2.

Before a new operation with fissionable materials is begun or before an existing operation is
changed, the entire process must be shown to be subcritical under both normal and credible abnormal
conditions. This demonstration includes a pecr review of NCS evaluations. NCS evaluations shall
determine and explicitly identify the controlled parameters and their associated limits upon which
NCS depends (ANSI 8.1, DOE Order S480.24).

3.

Process designs shall, in general, incorporate sufficient factors of safety to require that at least twD
unlikey. independent, and concurrent changes in process conditions occur before a criticality
accident is possible. A single means of preventing a nuclear criticality accident is acceptable,
provided the process control is determined to be adequately reliable within an approved Final Safety
Analysis Report. 'Where practicable, equipment design, in which dimensions are limited, rather than
administrative controls shall be relied upon. Full advantage may be taken of any nuclear
characteristics of the process materials and equipment. All dimensions and nuclear properties which
are relied upon shall be verified before operations begin, and control shall be exercised to maintain
them (ANSI 8.1, DOE Order 5480.24).
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4.

NCS training programs shall be established (ANSI 8.20, DOE Order 5480.20).

S.

Fissile materials labeling and area posting, specifying material identification and IIl limits on
parameters that are subject to procedural control, shall be maintained (ANSI 8.1, DOE Order
5480.24).

6.

Operations to which NCS pertains shall be governed by written procedures. All persons participating
in these operations shall understand and be familiar with these procedures. The procedures shall
specify parameters which must to be controlled. The procedures shall be structured in such a way
that no single depature from a procedure can cause a criticality accident (ANSI 8.1, DOE Order
5480.24).

7.

Deviations from procedures and unforeseen alterations in process conditions that affect NCS shall
be reported to appropriate management and shall be documented and invesrigated promptly. Action
shall be taken to prevent recurrence (ANSI 8.1, DOE Order SOD3B).

S.

Operations shall be reviewed periodically to ascertain tht procedures ae being followed and that
process conditions have not been atered so as to affect the NCS of the operation. Qualified
individuals who are knowledgeable of the operation shill conduct these reviews, and they shall be
documented (ANSI 8.1, DOE Order 5480.24).

9.

Reliance may be placed on neutron-absorbing materials that ae incorporated in process materials,
or cquipment or both. When absorbers are used as a primy or secondary NCS control, apprpriae
precautions shall be exercised to maintain their continued presence: with the intended disuibutions
and concentrations (ANSI 8.5, DOE Order 5480.24).

10.

Where applicable data a available, subcritical limits shall be established on bases derived from
experiments, with adequate allowance for unccrtainties in the data In the absence of dirttly
applicable experimental measurements, the limits may be derived from calculalions made by a
method validated by comparison with experimental data (ANSI 8.1, DOE Order 54E0.S).

II.

Criticality accident alarm systems shall comply with ANSI 83, 1986 (DOE Order 548014).

12.

Emergency response planning for a criticality accident shall comply with ANSI 8.19, 1984 (DOE
6.430. IA).

3.93 How Requirements Art Met
I.

Plant procedures at the GDPs designate management rsponsibilities concerning NCS. A staff of
NCS specialists within the Health and Safety Divisions at the GDPs provide the necessary technical
oversight for implementing the NCS progr.
NCS staff members become qualified through on-thejob training under the supervision of experienced professionals. Qualification rquirements have
been established for NCS engineers and are used in selection of NCS engineers (PGDP P-ESH-20,
Sect. 5.0; PORTS SPP-H-3 0) .

2.

Documented NCS evaluations are used to determine and identify the limits and controls required to
provide NCS for new or modified operations. NCS evaluations am peer reviewed before NCS
approvals are issued and before an operation starts up (PGDP P-ESH-20, Scct. 53; PORTS SPP-H30).

3.

NCS engineers review the design of fissionable processes before new operations or modifications
to existing operations a started up. Safe geometries have been used for NCS where practical.
Physical controls, rather than administive controls, are relied upon for NCS in fissionable material
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operations where practical. In general, process designs mect the double contingency principle.
Approved exceptions to the double contingency principle adopted at the GDPs arc documented in
approved Final Safety Analysis Reports and USQs (PGDP P-ESH-20, Sect. 6.0; PORTS SPP-H-30).
4.

The Training Depaimient administers NCS training. NCS staff members ae directly involved in
the NCS training program as subject matter experts and review and approve all lesson plans (PGDP
P-ESH-20, Sect. 5.3.1; PORTS SPP-H.30).

S.

Procedures are in place requiring the posting of permanent fissile material torge ueas (PGDP PESH-20, Appendix B). (PGDP P-ESH-20, Sect. 5.13; PORTS SPP-H-30).

6.

Operations involving fissile material hve operational procedures which ar marked "safety related"
(PGDP P.GP-1, Sct 6.53). The Nuclear Safety staff reviews safety-related procedures to ensure
that NCS requirements a incorporated. NCS controls a implemented in plant operational
procedures (PGDP P-ESH-20, Sect. 5.13; PORTS SPP-H-30).

7.

Procedure violations and incidents wbich affect NCS am tacked within the NCS progrm as well
as within the plant occurrnce rporting progrm systm. Corrective actions are generated within
the occurrence reporting system to address progrmmatic and system deficiencies (PGDP P-GP-43,
Sect. 5.6; PORTS SPP-H-30). ,

8.

NCS specialists review fissionable material operations periodically in conjunction with other safety
speciaJists. The reviews amc conducted through a walking the spaces" progra= as well as through
a formal surveillance program to ensure that NCS controls re properly implemented (PGDP P-GP46, Sect. 5.4.2; PORTS SPP-H-30).

9.

Neutron absorbers arm not used as a primary criticality control. Raschig rings used ts a secondary
control meet the criteria of ANSI .S, 1986 a the time of installation.

10.

NCS limits are based either directly or indirectly upon experimental data. Indirect methods such as
computer softwre calculations a validated.
le validation of computer softAr
safety margin and calculational bias in accordance with ANSI L.1.

addresses the

11.

The need for criticality accident alarm systems is cvaluated for Al activities in which the inventory
of fissionable material in individual, unrelated areas xceeds 7C3 grams of 3'1U The design of the
alarm system and procedural requirements reduce the fequency and impact of false alarms. The
radiation detection systems and lam signas are uniform within each GDP. (GDP P.ESH-84.
Sect. VIl.B) The criticality alarm system is tested periodically to confum continuing instrunent
performance. Tests are documcnted in accordance with plant procedures. When tests reveal
inadequate performance of the criticality alazm systen, corrective action is taken without nnecessary
delay (PGD)P P-ESH-84, Sect. VI; PORTS SPP-H-30). A design criticality waivtr for this alarm
system has been approved by DOE.

12.

Both sites have emergency response plans which deal with criticality accidents. Employees who
work in areas wher exposur to diation resulting from a criticality accident might occur receive
annual mining in emergency response to a criticality slarm systeta. Employees arc familiarized with
.se sound of the alarm system through'both training and periodic alarm system drills (PODP P-ESH
84, Sect. VI; PORTS SPP-H-30).

3.9.4 Status of Conformance
The requirements set forth in Section 3.9.2 a
general exceptions:

met as described in Section 3.9.3 with the following
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* The documentation that NCS evaluations demonstate adherence to the double contingency principle

needs upgrading. Documentation is being upgraded in conjunction with the FSAR upgrade program and
will be completed in conjunction with the FSAR Upgrade programn schedule.
* Posting of operational limits and improved labeling for NCS are scheduled to be completed by June
1994.
* At PORTS, SPP-H-30, Nuclear Criticality Safety," is being rvised.
* Job-specific NCS training of maintenancc personnel is being added to the
The maintenance personnel will be fully trained by June 1994.

ining program at PGDP.

3.10 FIRE PROTECTION
3.10.1

Basic Objective

TI.. ire Protection Progrm shall ensure that no undue threats to the public or employees will result
from fire and resultant perils.
3.10.2

Implementation Requirements

Requirements necessary to implement an adequate standard of protection include the following
elements:
1.

Strong management commitment to fire protection shill be provided along with policy statements
tha: implement specific plant criteria (DOE 5480.7).

.

The Fire Protection Program shall be under the direction of an individual who has been assigned as
Audhority Having Jurisdiction (AH) commensutc with the responsibilities of the position
(DOE 5480.7).

3.

Fixed fire suppression systems, where provided; shall be tested and maintained such that fires in
those arez.s are controlled promptly (DOE 5480.4

4.

Au:omatic fire suppression systems shall be povided for areas containing safety systems
(DOE 480.7).

5.

A reliable water supply, with sectional isolation valves shall be maintained (DOE 5480.7).

6.

Closing of valves supplying fire suppression systems shall be controlled by a written permit syslem
(DOE 5480.7).

7.

A fire depurrment shall be maintained on-site as an acceptable means of redundant fire protection
(DOE 5480.7).

8.

Fire Department personnel shall be on-site at all times and shall be tined and equipped to handle
anticipated tpes of fies and other emergencies (29 CFR 1910.156).

9.

Mobile fire apparatus that is required to support fire fighting opeations shall be provided and
maintained (DOE 5480.7).

10.

Manual fire suppression equipment and/or systems shall be provided in order that at least one
effective hose stream can rach any area within an important building (DOE 5480.7).
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11.

Breathing air used in fire fighting shall meet a minimum quality of Grade D ('9 CFR 1910.134).

12.

On-site fire protection support shall be available to evaluate the fire hazards of changes to
maintenance and process systems (DOE 5480.7).

13.

A fire protection review of design documents for new facilities and for modifications to existing
facilities shall be made to insure that fir protection issues have been properly addressed
(DOE 5480.7).

14.

Fire protection appraisals of important buildings shal be conducted periodically to identify changes
that adversely impact existing fir protection levels. Means of emergency egress shall be regularly
inspected for Ill ares that am normally occupied. Personnel who ar trained and knowledgeable
in detecting fire hazards shall conduct periodic inspections of Il important buildings and other
sunctures (DOE 5480.7).

15.

All fires shall be investigated and root causes determined (DOE 5500.3A).

16.

Portable fire extinguishers shall be available throughout the plant commensurate with the hazard (29
CFR 1910.157).

17.

A fire alarm sysem that reports to a continuously manned location shall monitor fire Alarms in all
important buildings and runtrcs (DOE 5480.7).

18.

Weldinglburning/ot work shall be controlled by a written permit system to minimize the fire
hazards of open flame equipment (DOE S480.7).

19.

Emergency medical services shall be provide to assure proper anergency care of injured employees
(29 CFR 1910.15I).

3.10.3

Bow Requirements Are Met

The methodology employed in order to comply with requirements includes the following
components:
I.

Nanagement commitment to fue protection as found in the GDPs Fire Protection Programs (PGDP
P-ESH-21; PORTS SPP-S-20).

2.

Direction of the Fire Protection Program has been delegated to the Fire Services Department
manager at Paducah and the department head of Fire Services at Portsmouth as the AHJ for fire
protection and egress issues.

3.

Fixed fire suppression systems a
procedures.

4.

Automatic fire suppression is provided for areas containing safety systns. Redundant fire
suppression capability is provided by on-site fire departments at both GDPs.

5.

A reliable water supply, with sectional isolation valves, is maintained. Reliability is established
through the use of multiple pumps and an elevated water tank.

6.

Closing of valves supplying fire suppression systems is controlled by awritten permit system (PGDP
P-ESH-17; PORTS FP 1.2, FP 1.3).

7.

A fire department is maintained at both GDPs as a means of redundant fire protection.

tested and maintained in accordance with approved plant
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8.

Fire Deparnment personnel are on site at all times and are trained and equipped in accordance with
depa.rnental procedures.

9.

Mobile fire apparatus is provided and maintained in accordance with deparnental procedures.

10.

Manual fire suppression capability is provided by means of interior hose sations or connections or
by the use of fire hoses from mobile fire apparatus such that one ffective hose stream is capable
of reaching any arta within an important building.

11.

Breathing air used for fire protection meets the minimum quality of Grade D and is sampled
periodically (PGDP P-ESH-9; PORTS SPP.H-43).

12.

On-site fire protection engineering support is provided to cvaluatc the fire hazards of changes in
maintenance and process systems. Review by appropriate Fire Protection personnel of proposed
changes is required by the charge control process.

13.

Fire protection engineering reviews of the design documents for new facilities and modifications to
existing facilities a routinely conducted (PGDP P-ESH-21; PORTS SPP-S-20).

14.

Fire protection appraisals of important buildings and structures am conducted periodically to identify
changes that adversely impact the level of fire protection provided. Means of egress for normally
occupied areas are regularly inspected. Trained Fire Department personnel conduct these inspections
(PGDP PESH-21, PORTS SPP-S-20). Means of emergency egress
regularly inspected in
accordance with departmental procedures for all normally occupied areas.

15.

All fires are investigated and the cause determined in a ordance with departmental procedures.

16.

Portable fire extinguishers arc positioned throughout the GDPs commensurate with hazards present
in the area.

17.

A fire alarm system reporting to continuously manned locations which monitors fire alarms in all
important buildings and structures is operational at both GDPs (PGDP P-ESH-21).

18.

Welding/burning/hot work is controlled by a written permit syitem (PGDP PNESH-64, PORTS SPPM4).

19.

State-certified emergency medical technicians in the fire departments provide emergency medical
response with transport capability to an off-site facility.
-

3.10.4

Status of Conformance

The requirements set forth in Section 3.10.2 are met as described in Section 3.10.3 with the
following general exceptions:
- The process buildings do not conform to the life safety code requirements for emergency egress because
travel distances arc too long. An exemption for the travel distance requrements is currently pending
DOE approval.
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3.11 ENVIRONWENTAL PROTECTION
Basic Objective

3.11.1

Radioactive effluents released to ihe environment from USEC Operations shall be maintained as far
below regulatory limits as is reasonably achievable, in order to protect the health and safety of the general
public.
3.11.2

Implementation Requirements

1.

A program of environmental surveillance monitoring shall be in place to determine the effects that
on-sitc airborne radioactive emissions have on off-site environmental locations, natural resources,
and the public health (DOE Order 5400.1, DOE Order 5400.5).

2.

A program to obtain and maintain representative meteorological data to comply itb regulations
requiring the assessment of the impact of radioactive airborne micases shall be maintained (DOE
Order 5400.1, DOE Order 5400.5).
*

3.

Sampling and analysis of radionuclides in environmenta! media shall be conducted in such a way
as ;o provide representative defensible data (DOE Order 5400.1, DOE Order 5400.5).

4.

A program to estimate radiation dose limits for members of the public shall be maintained (DOE
Order 5400.1; DOE Order 5400.5 40 CFR 61, Subpart H3.

3.113

How Requirements Are Met

1.

Air monitoring of radionuclides is conducted in accordance with the GDPs' environmental
monitoring plans (PGDP KY-E-I 18; "PORTS Environmental Monitoring Plan," November 12,
1991). be results of the air monitoring programs ae reported in thc GDPs' annual Environmental
Reports (PGDP Environmental Report for 1992"; PORTS, "Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusikn Plant
Environmental Report for 1992" Draft]). All atmospheric releases from sources which have the
potential, with no controls, to produce an effective dose equivalent (EDE) to the most affected area
resident greater than 0.; mrem per year ae continuously mnitord for adionuclide effluents.

2.

Each GDP is collecting meteorological data to document wind speed and direction, bometric
pressure, relative humidity, and rainfall. This information is used to forcast atmospheric dispersion
in the event of unplanned radioactive materials releases or other vents causing concern for the
public health and safety. Due to calibration difficulties and lightening damage at PORTS, the
meteorological data maynotbe representative (PGDP KY-E-I 18; PORTSEnvironmental Monitoring
Plan, November 12, 1991).

3.

Air measurements of radionuclides a made in accordance with the GDPs Monitoring Plans and
"Standard Methods" (PGDP KY-E-I 18; "PORTS; Environmental Monitoring Plan," November
1992).

4.

Programs tre implemented to determine radiation dose for members of the public near the facility
(PGDP KY-E-118; PORTS Environmental Monitoring Plan, November 12, 1991).

3.11.4

Status of ConformanCe

The requirements set forth in Section 3.11.2 are met as described in Section 3.11.3 with the
following general exceptions:
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* The meteorological monitoring equipment at PORTS is difficult to calibrate, due to age and lightning
damage, and may not be producing dequate data to support dispersion calculations and dose
assessments. New equipment is being procured.
3.12 NUCLEAR NLATERLkL SAFEGUARDS
3.12.1 Basic Objective
A documented prognm shall be implemented (1) to protect SNM from unauthorized removal, (2) to
control and account for SNM using standard methods; and (3) to protect SNM facilities against
radiological sabotage.
3.12.2 Implementation Requirements
TIe program for safeguarding and accountinp 'or specia nuclear material shall include the following
elements:
1.

Written plans and procedures that identify the stivegies, mechanisms, 'trd commitments to protect
SNM from unauthorized removal, to aount for SNM, and : -,.ct SNM facilities against
radiological sabotage, including:
* Physical Security Protection Plans (DOE Order 5632.2A),
* Protective Force Procedures (DOE Order 5632.7 and 5632.7.1), and
* Nuclear Materials Control and Accountability Plans (DOE Order 5633.3A)

2.

A system for tracking, accounting for, and reporting to the Nuclear Materials Management and
Safeguards System (MSS), all special nuclear material above threshold limits that has been
received and is present on all plant sites (DOE Order 5633.3A, 5633.4, and 5633.5A).

3.

A measurement control program for ensuring that equipment used to measu nuclear materials is
properly calibrated using standards traceable to national standards and for supporting the estimation
of the contribution of mearcment uncertainty to inventory difference (DOE Order S633.3A).

4.

Physical barriers, vaults, intrusion detection systems, and access controls designed to protect SNM
from access by unauthorized personnel or from unauthorized removal (DOE Order S632.2A)

5.

A trained protective force to respond to unauthorized attempts to gain access to, or to remove, SNM
(DOE Orders 5632.2A, 5632.7, and 5632.7.1).

6.

A fitness for entry program to reduce the likelihood of SNM theft or radiological sabotage by
ensuring a dnug-free and alcohol-free workplace (DOE Order 5480.8A).

7.

A system of independent audits and assessments to verify the effectiveness of the elements of the
NMC&A program, including measurement contols, material controls, and accounting systems (DOE
5633.3A).

8.

A system of performance testing to verify the cffctiv: .s
Orders 5630.16 and 5632.8).

9.

A program for providing such information about, and such access to, GDP facilities and operations
as may be required to support the United States in meeting its obligations to the Intemational Atomic
Energy Agency ALEA) relating to SNM safeguards at the GDPs (DOE Order 1270.2B).
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of the SNM protection program (DOE

3.12.3 How Requirements Are Met
1.

The GDPs maintain written plans and procedures that identify the strategies, mechanisms, and
commitments to protect SNM from unauthorized removal, to account for SNM, and to protect SNM
facilities against radiological sabotage (PORTS POEF-I 197; PGDP KY/D-3899), including
a) Physical Security Protection Plans (classified reference);
b) Protective Force Procedures (classified reference); and
c) Nuclear Materials Control and Accountability PIans.

2.

The GDPs maintain nuclear material acounting systems to track, to account for, and to report to
the Nuclear Materials Management and Safcguards System (NMSS), all special nuclear material
above thrcshold limits that has been rceived and is present on all plant sites (PORTS POEF 1197,
PGDP KY/D-3899).

3.

The GDPs maintain measurement control programs to assure that programs used to measure nuclear
materials ae calibrated in a manner that is traceable to national standards.. These programs arc
capable of developing information to support the estimation of the contribution of mcasurment
uncertainty to inventory diffemnces (PORTS POEF 1197, Sect. 6.0; PGDP KYID-3899, Sect. m.D).

4.

The GDPs employ physical barriers, including fences and hardcned structures; vaults; intrusion
detection systems; and access controls to protect SNM from accss by unauthorized personnel or
from unauthorized removal (both sites' Site Safeguards and Security Plan).

S.

The GDPs maintain tained protective forces to respond to unauthorized attempts to gain access to,
or to rmove, SNM (both sites' Site Safeguards and Security Plan).

6.

The GDP fitness-for-duty program includes preemployment drug screening and for-ause drug
testing. Positive test results, which are rare, are dealt with on a case-by-case basis. The fitness-forduty program also includes an employee assistance program that is available to employees and
mcmbers of their families.

7.

Audits and assessments are performed to verify the effectivoess of the elements of the NMC&A
program, including measurement controls, material controls, and acounting systems (PORTS POEF
1197, Sect. 9.0; PGDP KY/D-3899 Sect. I.F, P-GP-46).

8. The GDPs employ performance testing to verify the effectiveness of the SNM protection program
(both sites' Site Safeguards and Security Plan).
9.

The GDP nuclea material and accounting systems are capable of providing such information about
the stans of SNM at the GDPs as may be required to support the United States in meeting its
obligations to the 1AEA relating to SNM safeguards at the GDPs (PORTS POEF-1197, PGDP
KY/D-3899).

3.12.4 Status Of Conformance
The requirements set forth in Section 3.12.2 ar met as described in Section 3.12.3.
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3.13 EERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
3.13.1

Basic Objective

The Emergency Preparedness Program shall ensure that adequate protective measures can be taken
in the event of an emergency.
3.13.2

Implementation Requirements

I.

An individual shall be designated to administer the emergency management program. An emergency
response organization shall be establisbed, and responsibilities of all individuals supporting
emergency response are clearly defined (DOE Order SSO0.3A).

2.

A hazards assessment shall be developed and maintained for use in emergency planning. This
assessment shall consider the broad spectrun of events that could affect the facility and be used in
the development of the Emergency Plan (DOE Order 55003A, DOE Order S480.1B).

3.

An Emergency Plan shall be developed and maintained as a controlled document The Emergency
Plan and its associated support documents shall be reviewed and updated as appropriate, annually
P
(DOE Order 5500.3A).

4.

Emergency planning support and coordination relationships with federal, state, and local
organizations shall be developed and formally documented through plans, agreements, and
memoranda of understanding (DOE Order SS00.3A).

S.

An assured means of promptly notifying the federal, state, and local authorities of the details of an
emergency shall be installed and maintained (DOE Order 55003A).

6.

Emergency response activities shall be coordinated with federal, state, and local agencies and
organizations and facility officials through continued communication during the event (DOE Order
SS00.3A).

7.

Facilities and equipment, adequate to support emergency response shall be established and
maintained. An emergency operations center that it is capablEof adequately supporting assessment,
evaluation, and direction of emergency response organization activities shall be established (DOE
Order 500.3A).

8.

The EOC shall be habitable in all postulated emergencies, or an alternate EOC shall be established
and maintained (DOE Order 500.3A).

9.

Provisions shall be in place to adequately assess the actual or potential consequences of an
emergency. Specific predetermined actions to be taken in response to postulated emergency
conditions shall be developed (DOE Order 55003A).

10.

An adequate record or log of emergency response actions shall be kept (DOE Order S500.3A).

11.

Arrangements for medical treatment for injuries sustained in postulated emergencies, including
radiologically related injuries, shall b in place (DOE Order 500.3A).

12.

Provisions shall be made for recovery from an emergency and reentry into affected buildings. These
provisions shall include specific procedures for termination of an emergency, dissemination of
information, establishment of a recovery organization, and criteria for resumption of normal
operations (DOE Order S500.3A).
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13.

A public information program shall be established and integrated into the emergency management
program (DOE Order SS00.3A, and DOE Order 5500.4).

14.

Training for emergency response organization Individuals on their duties in the cmergency rsponse
plan shall be developed and delivered on an esublisbed schedule (DOE Order 5S003A).

IS.

The emergency plan shall be exercised, including opportunities for off-site agency participation, at
Icast annually (DOE Order S500.3A, and DOE Order 5500.10).

3.13.3

How Requirements Are Met

1.

At PGDP, the Emergency Mnagement Dcpartment Manager s designated s the cmergency
managesxent program administrator. Responsibilities for the adminisator and emergency response
organization mcmbers ae described in the PGDP Emergency Management Plan (PEMP, KY/H-I 43,
Sect. 3). The requirements of the PEMP
implemented by procedurt SPP P-ESH-500. At
PORTS, the Emergency Management Coordinator Is the emergency managemcnt program
administrator. Responsibilities for the adminisottor and emergency response organization members
ar described in Sect. 14 of the PORTS Emergency Plan (PEP and the mquircments am
implemented by procedure SPP H-6.

2.

Hazard analyses have been performed, and hazards have been identified and documented. (PGDPPEMP, Sect. 2.0; PORTS-PEP, Sect. 6). Hazard analyses and impact analyses Wre performed for
each facility using various available technical documents and repors. Emergency Action Levels are
in place for the spectrum of emergencies identified in the hazard analyses. Tese EALs n
described in the respective plant documents (PGDP.PEM, Sect. 3, SPP P-ESH-500 series; PORTSPEP, Sect 7, SPP H-6).

3.

At PGDP, the PEMP is the controlled document which describes the mergency management
program. Plant emergency procedures which implement the program are in the SPP P-ESH-SXX
Series. At PORTS, the PEP is the controlled document which describes the emergency management
progr.
Plant emergency procedures which implement the program arc in the associated
appendices to the PEP.

4.

Interface and coordination with federal, state and local agencies and organizations responsible for
off-site response and protection of the public are in place (PGDP-PEMP, Sect. 3, App B; PORTSPEP, Sect. 3, App B). Both sites maintain Memoranda of Understanding and Leters of Agreement
which implement the requirements of the respective cmergency plans.

S.

Procedures for prompt notification of emergency response personnel and response organizations,
including federal, state, and local organizations and for continuing communications among the
various organizations are in place and described in the respective plant documents (PGDP-PEMP,
SCCL3, P-ESH-505; PORTS-PEP, Sect. 5, and Appendix D).

6.

Emergency response activities are coordinated with local, state, and federal officials through the use
of continued communications during the event (GDP, P-ESH-SXX Series; PORTS; PEP).

7.

Emergency facilities, equipment, and knaterials necSsary to adequately support emergency response
activities are in place and described in the respective plant documents (PGD? PEMP; PORTS-PEP,
Sect. II).

S.

Permanent EOCs have been established at each GDP. Alternate locations have also been established.
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9.

The capability for assessing the potential consequences of an emergency is in place. The details are
described in the respective plant documents (PGDP-PEMP, Sect. 3, SPP P-ESH-505; PORTS, PEP,
Sect. 6).

10.

Logs of emergency response actions arm maintained (PGDP KY/H-143: PORTS; PEP).

11.

Resources for medical support provided to injured individuals, including those with radiological or
hardous material injuries, wre in place. The specific arrangemnents am described in the respective

plant documents (PGDP-PEMP, Sect. 4, SPP P-ESH 503, 511; PORTS PEP, Sct. 8, SPP H-6).
Procedures and criteria for rcovery from an emergency and reentry into an affected facility a in
place. The specific arrangements are described in the respective plant documents (PGDP- PEMP,

12.

Sect. 3, SPP P-ESH 519; PORTS-PEP S~ect. 9, SPP S-30).
13.

The emergency public information program is in place.

be specific details re described in the

respective plant documents (PGDP PEMP, Sect 3, P.ESH-518).
14.

Emergency response taining programs for instuction and qualification of all emergency rsponse
personnel are in place for each facility. The specific details are described in the respective plant
documents (PGDP- PEM, Sect. 3, SPP P-ESH 521; PORTS-PEP Sect. 12).

15.

The coordinated emergency drill and exercise program is in place at both facilities. The specific
details are described in the rspective plant documents (PGDP PEMP, Sect. 3 SPP P-ESH 21;
PORTS-PEP Sect. 13, Proc 923-P-014).

3.13.4

Items of Noncompliance

- The requirements set forth in Section 3.13.2 are met as described in Section 3.133.

3.14 PACKAGING A.ND TRANSPORTING NUCLEA MATERIALS
3.14.1

Basic Objective

The GDPs Packaging and Transportation Safety Program shall ensure that packaging and
ransporation activities for radioactive materials a conducted in accordance with applicable regulations
to protect public health and safety.
3.14.2

Implementation Requirements

I.

The shipper shall prepare proper shipping papers and shall appropriately package, label, and placa-d
each shipment of radioactive material (DOE Order 1540.1A).

2.

A Safety Analysis Report for Packaging (SARP) shall be prepared in the format specified by U.S.
NRC Regulatory Guide 7.9 to support the issuance or renewal of a certificate of compliance (CoC),

which permits a package to be used for shipment of quantities of fissile mdioatve materials and
materials exceeding the A,/A, quantities, as defined in DOE and NRC regulations (DOE
Order 1540.2).
0
3.

Type A packaging, which may be used to ship quantities of radioactive materials less than the A /A2
quantities s defined in DOE and NRC regulations, shall meet the design and suctural standards
in 49 CFR 173, Subpart I (DOE Order 1540.2, DOE Order 5480.3).
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4.

Type A packaging used t3 ship fissile materials shall be (1) designed, fabricated, inspected, tested,
and marked in accordance with American National Standard N14.1; specifications for Class
DOT- 106A: or appropriate parts of the ASME Code (depending upon the manufacture date) and
(') evaluated against the rquirements in 49 CFR 173 Subpart I nd in 10 CFR 71 (DOE
Order 1540.2, DOE Order 5480.3).

S. A Quality Assurance Program shall be established to assure that packaging for radioactive material
is fabricated, maintained, and used in accordance with the applicable regulatory requirements and
approved design featurcs.
6.

Before using a package, for shipment of radioactive or fissile materials, the shipper shall ascertain
that the package satisfies specific inspection criteria (DOE Order 1S40.2, DOE Order 54803).

7.

The shipper shall maintain records of each shipment of fissile naerial for 2 yeas or more (DOE
Order 5480.3).

8.

Workers, involved in tnrsportation and packging of radioactive materials, who qualify as
"hazardous material workers" under DOT regulations sI be provided with the taining required
by those regulations (DOE Order 1540.IA).

3.14.3

How Requircments Are Met

1.

The GDPs prepare shipping papers and packaging, labeling, and placarding for shipments of
radioactive material. In addition PORTS uses an ctxct from the rgulations to identify the
requirements that must be met in preparing various types of fissile materials for shipment.

2.

The only package currently undergoing recertification review is the PGDP Tiger Overpack for Model
48X 10-ton UF, cylinders used to tbnsport UF, enriched to between I and 4.5 wt % "'U. Te
SARP for the PGDP Tiger Overpack, SARP KY-773, Revision 8, has been prepared in the format
specified by U.S. NRC Regulatory Guide 7.9 and has been submitted to DOE for rcnewal of CoC
USA/6553/AF, which expircd on May 31, 1993. The NRC CoC expires on September 30, 1993.
DOE is currently rviewing the SARP and the use of the package is being continued during the DOE
review period.

3.

Compliance with the structurl standards for Type A packaging is achieved through use of Type A
packages for which documentation that demonstrates compliance is known tso cxist

4.

Use of Type A packages to ship fissile material Is luiited to those packages for which
documentation is known to exist that demonstrates that they have been: (1) designed, fabricated,
inspected, tested, and marked in accordance with American National Standard N14.1; specifications
for Class DOT-106A; or appropriate parts of the ASME Code (depending upon the manufacture
date) and (2) evaluated against the requirements in 49 CFR 173 Subpart I and in 10 CFR 71.

S.

The quality assurance program requirements for specific types of packages am documented in the
SARP for the package type. These requirements for each type of package are met through the
implementation of GDP site protocols for required inspection, maintenance, testing, and procurement
of; contrel of design modifications to' and maintenance of records concerning; the specific package
type.

6.

Inspections are conducted prior to shipping radioactive material in specific packages to verify that
the packages met applicable regulatory requirements, SARP commitments, indusoy standards and
site operating protocols.
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7.

Shipping records arc maintained in occordance with 49 CFR 173.415 for DOT Spe.:iication 7A
Type A packages and in accordance with SARP KY-773 quality assurance record retention
requirements, which arm taken from 10 CFR 71.19 for the PGDP Tiger Overpack.

8.

Workers, involved in transportation and packaging of radioactive materials, who qualify as
"hazardous material workers" under DOT regulations are tained in accordance with those
regulations.

3.14.4

Status of Conformance

The requirements set forth in Section 3.14.2 are met as described in Section 3.14.3.
3.15 SAMPLING AND ANALYSIS
3.15.1

Basic Objective

Sampling and analysis for the radiation protection of employees and the public and for safeguards
purposes sall be conducted in such a way as to provide rpresentative, defensible data.
3.15.2
1.

Implementation Requirements

All sampling and analysis activities shall be performed in aordance with documented and approved
procedures which describe in detail the quality measures for that activity (DOE Order 5400. 1, DOE
Order 5480.10, and DOE Order 5633.3).
* Sampling shall be conducted in such a manner as to ensure collection of representative samples,
and precautions shall be taken to maintain sample integrity.

* Sample chains of custody shall be maintained for occupational health and nvironmental
protection samples.
* The frequency and types of QC samples, including replicate samples, shall be defined in
controlled documents and procedures.
* A formal program to control standards and reagents shall be implemented.
* The reliability of the sampling technique shall be commensurate with the significance of the
sample to safety and safeguards.
2.

A sampling and analysis control programn for assuring that equipment used to measure nuclear
material is properly calibrated with standards traceable to NIST, where available, shall be established
(DOE Order 5633.3).
* An instrument control program, including such requirements as preventative maintenance,
efficiency, and fnctional and background checks, shall be established and maintained.
* Logs of instrument usage shall be maintained.

3.

Formal sampling and analysis programs shall be developed for the following:
• Nuclear Materials Control and Accountability (DOE Order 5633.3),
* Radioactive and Air Contaminants (DOE Order 5480.11, DOE Order 5480.8A),
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*

Soils (DOE Order 5400.5, DOE Order 5400.1),

* Occupational and Environmcntal Health (DOE Order 5483.IB, DOE Order 5480.l1, DOE Order
5400.5), and
* Surface Contanination Monitoring (DOE Order S4S0.l1, DOE Order S400.S).
4.

Laboratories shall be certified or accredited, as appropriate, with fderal, state, and local agencies
or professional societies (such as AHA). (DOE Order 5400.1).

S.

Laboratories shall participate in measurement control and performance evaluation programs. (DOE
Order 5400.1 and DOE Order 5633.3).

6.

Samples that could potentially be contaminated with radionuclides shall be shipped to DOE or NRC
licensed laboratories for analysis.

3.15.3
1.

How Requiremcnts Are Met

Sampling and analysis is performed in ccordance with documented approved procedures or
"Standard Methods."
* The rquirements, rsponsibilities, and actions used to implement a sound safeguards sampling
and analysis program are outlined in specific NMC&A Plans and Procedures. Nuclear Material
(NM) sampling methods used at GDPs a tailored to the materia matrix to be sampled and to
the type oftanalyses to be performed (PGDP KYID-3899, EwronmenoalMonftoringDcparment
ProceduresManual, and NMC&A ProccdurcsAla=, SecL S)
* Sampling and analysis programs for air, surface water, ground water, and soils are covered in
Sect. 3.11 describing environmental protection (PGDP Technical Services Division Measure
Control Program and Measurement Control Procedures).
* Surface contamination monitoring and air monitoring for radioactive materials art covered in the
section describing Radiation Protection (both plants, UE-SPP-ESH-6).
f
• Chain of custody is maintained for all personnel samples (PORTS SPP R-4, IH-002).

2.

The GDPs have comprehensive Measurements Control Programs which include the analysis of
parameters for NMC&A, Health Physics, and Environmental Protection. These programs include
instrument control programs, control of standards and reagents, the use of NIST traceable calibration
sources, fequency and type of quality control samrples, instrument logs, etc.
* Both site laboratories also participate in Measurements Control Programs internal to the plant.
* Included in these programs ar qualification programs for analysts and sampling personnel who
perform job duties rlated to NMC&A activities, blind and double blind control sample
programs, as well as QAIQC activities initiated by each laboratory group.
* Control programs include the submission of saomples, evaluation of sample results against control
limits, a documented investigation and response system for nonconforming rsults, evaluation
of control data, and reporting of results to management.

3.

Formal Sampling and Analysis Programs have been developed for Nuclear Materials Control and
Accountability, Radioactive Air Contaminants, Bioassay nd Surface Contaminants Monitoring.
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These arc further outlined in other sections of this chapter. Special urine samples are collected after
job activities with radionuclide exposure potential. Selected workers participate n a routine
urinalysis program to evaluate the effectiveness of personal protective quipment. Analysis is
provided on-site with the exception that, for PGDP, transuranics are analyzed off-site. Blind urine
samples are periodically submitted to the laboratory for performance checks. Analyses involved in
blind controls programs include uranium, alpha, "Tc, fluoride, and selected metals. Employees with
elevated results are rsanpled, investigated, or resticted from exposure activities, as appropriate.
At PGDP, a voluntary 24-hour urine sampling progrmn Is conducted for selected workers exposed
to transuranic clemetts (PGDP P-ESH-7, P-ESH.S3; PORTS SPP H 34, H-43).
4.

The Analytical Labortories are AMA-accredited laboratories for certain procedures.

5.

The laboratories participate in several performance evaluation programs, including the PAT Program
administered for the NIOSH by the AMA; the EML Program, administered by DOE; the EPA
E.NSLLV Intercomparison Studies Program; the EPA DMR-QA Study, nd thc PET Program. a
commercial A2LA-registered quality program administered by the Analytical Products Group of
Belpre, Ohio. In addition, the PORTS paticipates In EPA's Water Pollution Laboratory
Performance Evaluation Study and Water Supply Performance Evaluation Study and the NIST
asbestos bulk materials analysis program, and PGDP participates in the Bulk Asbestos Round Robin
Testing Progran administered byAA.

6.

All samples that could be potentially contaminated with radionuclides arc shipped to DOE or NRC
licenscd laboratories for analysis. All laboratories a audited and approved. Samples art shipped
in such a manner that maintains the sample integrity according to EPA rgulations and guidelines.
Samples are surveyed by Health Physics. Also, poss alpha and gross beta analyses a performed
prior to shipping department. as required. The HP survey and radiochemical results are forwarded
to Transportation and the contract laboratory PGDP: Analydeal Laboratory Department Manual).
Samples are packaged in accordance with applicable rquircments. The hazard class of each sample
is taken into consideration when choosing the appropriately designated UN Standard package
(PGDP: PESH-66, 67, and Traffic Section procedures).

3.15.4

Status of Conformance

The requirements set forth in Section 3.15.2 are met as described in Section 3.15.3.
3.16 WASTE MANAGENIENT PROGRAM
3.16.1

Basic Objecdve

Management of waste shall be conducted in accordance with applicable federal, sute, and local laws
and regulations. Te management of radioactive and mixed vaste shall be conducted in such a manner
to ensure that the radioactive releases, should they occur, arc below regulatory limits and ALARA.
3.16.2

Implementation Requirements

The regulatory requirements for mixed wastes (i.e., hazardousradioactive and PCB/rdioactive) are
addressed in environmental law as well as under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 as aended. The
requirements under environmental law are codified in the Code of Federal Regulations of Title 40 Pat
260 through 272 in accordance with Subtitle C of the Resource Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA).
Polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs) re governed by regulations codified in Title 40 Part 761 in accordance
with the Toxic Substances Control Act (TSCA). The radioactive components for these and for all lowlevel radioactive wastes are subject to the following Implementing requirements.
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1.

The safety and health of the public shall be protected by managing operations in a manner that
provides for the safe handling, transportation, storage, of radioactive or mixed wastes generated.
This is accomplished by managing according to the requirements of the Atomic Energy Act (AEA),
and applicable state requirements (DOE Order 5400.3; DOE Order 5820.2A).

2.

A Waste Minimization Program shall be in place to segregate, substitute, and minimize the amount
of waste requiring disposal (DOE Order 820.2A6; DOE Order 5400.1).

3.

All radioactive and mixed wastes shall be characterized ith sufficient accuracy to permit
segregation, handling, nd tansfer to treament, storage, or disposal facilities (TSD). Additional
characterization needed to ensure the actual physical, and radiological characteristics meet the waste
acceptance criteria (WAC) of either a DOE or an off-site TSD facility shall be performed prior to
shipment to the TSD (DOE Order 54003; DOE Order 5S20.2A).

4.

Off-site shipments of LLW and mixed waste shall be in accordance with all applicable DOT
regulations and manifesting requirements (DOE Order 5400.3, DOE Order 5820.2A).

S.

An operating record-keeping system shall be developed and maintained to document the following:
(1) a historical record of waste genrted, treated, stored, shipped, and/or disposed of-, (2) data
necessary to show that the waste 's properly classified, ttd,
stored, shipped, and/or disposed
of; and (3) waste manifests (DOE Order 54803, DOE Order 5S20.2A).

6.

A quality assurnce program will be in place to inspect both on-site and off-site trcarnt storage
and disposal facilities and practices (DOE Order S700.6C).
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How Requlrements Are Met

Following July 1, for the near term, USEC will not store mixed waste on-site for greater than 90
days. DOE has agreed to store USEC mixed waste. A Memorandum of Agrtement (MOA) is in place
which discusses the respective roles and responsibilities between DOE and USEC. USEC's role in
handling DOE's PCB/radioactive regulated waste will be confined to proper containers, labeling, and
interim storage until the waste can be trnsferred to DOE.
1.

The requirements for handling radioactive and mixed ues are specified through a series of written
policies and procedures, which are impleentted in waste opcrations (PGDP SPP-ESH-28, PORTS
SPP-R-2).

2.

The waste minimization and pollution prevention programs meet the requircrnents of DOE Orders
as well as federal and state regulations. Both sites have published waste minimization plans (PGDP
SPP-ESH45, "Waste Minimization"; PORTS SPP-R2).

3.

Process knowledge and analytical data re used to ensure that TSD waste acceptance criteria and
regulatory requirements ar met (PGDP SPP-ESH-28, PORTS SPP-R-2).

4.

Off-site shipments of LLW and mixe' waste follow DOT criteria incorporated in plant level
procedures and criteria discussed in SecL 3.14, "Packaging and Transporting Nuclear Materials,"
of this document The traffic deprtments at the GDPs arc responsible for administering progas
and procedures that mplement these requirements. Off-site shipment of RCRA and PCB waste
follow criteria established in 40 CFR 263 and 761 for RCRA and PCB wates, respectively (PGDP
SPP-ESH-28; PORTS SPP-R2).
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S. A record-keeping system has been established that contains information regarding stored waste, such
as contuiner type, waste characteristics or classification, and disposal records including off-site
shipment manifests (MMES Policy ESH-14, V. Pan II. B.3; PGDP SPP-ESH-28; PORTS SPP-R-2).
USEC will maintain an active quality assurance inspection program of its own program and of the
TSD services it receives from DOE and other omnmercial vendors.

6.

3.16.4

Status of Conformance

The rquirements set forth in Section 3.16.2 are met as described. in Section 3.16.3 with the
following general xceptions:
• USEC -'ill need to develop a program and procedures for trnsfering USEC-gencrated wastes to DOE
facilities.
* Waste minimization plans arc not fully implemented.
3.17 ACCIDEN'T ANALYSES
3.17.1

Basic Objective

A thorough evuiuation of all operations shall be conducted to assu=e that hazards have been identified
and that appropriate limits and controls exist to provide for sifc operation under ceident conditions.
Hazards analyses, which arm an integral part of safety analyses, shall xamine the fequency and
consequences of credible event sequences.
3.17.2

Implementation Requirements

I.

Engineering analyses of each safety system and its components to determine failure modes and
scenarios and consequences of failurc shall be accomplished (DOE Order 5480.5, DOE Order
5480.23).

2.

Each analysis shall be documented, and the documentation shall include the means used to protect
acainst identified failure modes and effects (DOE Order 5480.5, DOE Order 5480.23).

3.

The analysis shall include appropriate hazards that arise from outside the GDPs, such as natural
phenomena and fire (DOE Order 5480.5, DOE Order 5480.23, and DOE 6430.1A).

4.

USQDs arc performed as necessary to assure that procedure, test or equipment modifications do not
invalidate the results of accident analyses (DOE Order 5480.5 and DOE Order 5480.21).

3.17.3

How the Requirements Are Met

I.

Safety analyses have been performed at both sites. Th sacfety analyses arm documented in the
FSARs (PGDP FSAR, KY-734; PORTS FSAR, GAT/GDP-1073). Each site's PSAR is written to
cover the entire plant, although under the lesing arrangemcnt, the USEC will not lease all facilities
at the plants. The OSRs (PGDP KY/S-IS; PORTS GAT/GDP-1074, Parts A through L) arm derived
from the FSARs and provide a more concise listing of the safety limits, limiting safety system
settings, surveillance requirements, administrtive controls, limiting conditions of operation, and the
bases for these limits. The FSARs and OSRs form the basis for operation of the facilities.

2.

Safety analyses are performed on modifications and changes. The safety analysis results are
documented and incorporated into the plant's OSRs and FSAR as appropriate. A listing of current
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safety analysis documentation is maintained. NCS evahuations ae performed tn
NCS requirements identified and discussed in ScL 3.9.

rdnce with the

3.

The tpes of hards and accidents evaluated in the FSARs include natural phenomena and fire.

4.

A summary of representative USQD activity for each plant since the completion of the 198S FSAR
is presented in Appendix A of this rrort.

3.17.4

Status of Conformance

Tbe requirements set forth in Section 3.17.2 a
following general exceptions:

met as described n Section 3.173 with the

- Accident analyses in the 1985 FSAR&do not fully reflect the current plant configurution.
- A comprehensive revision and updating of the FSAR his not been accomplishod.
3.18 SECURIY
3.18.1

Basic Objective

A documented program shall be implemented to protect DOE security neests other than SNM.
including classified information and material and sensitive unclassified information and material.
3.18.2

Implementation Requircmects

The program for protecting DOE security interests other than SNM shall include the following
elements:

I.

Mesures to ensure effective management and Implementation of the security program, Including the
following:
a.

a documented security program providing the evel ofprotecdon mandated by DOE Orders
(DOE Orden 5630.11 and 632.1B);

b.

securiry program planning activities providing the level of protection mandated by DOE
Orders (DOE Order 5630.14);

c.

a security taining program providing the level of protection manded by DOE Orders (DOE
Order 5630.15);

d.

a protective force, providing the level of protection mandated by DOE Ordea 5632.7, the
armed members of which are ained and qualified under a program providing the level of
protection mandated by DOE Orders (DOE Orders 5632.7 and 5632.7.1);

e.

measures to control the issuancc and use of security badges, credentials, and shields, providing

the level of control mandated by DOE Order 5632.9A;
f.

a prograrn of security-system performance testing, providing the level of assurance of security
program effectiveness mandated by DOE Orders (DOE Orders 5630.16 and 5632.8); and

g.

a program for the investigation, and reporting to DOE, of violations of laws, losses, nd
incidents of security concern, providing the level of protection mandated by DOE Orders
(DOE Order 5639.3).
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2.

Documented measures to protect classified information and materials from loss or unauthorized
disclosure, including the following:
A. measures to identify classified information, providing the level of protection mandated by
DOE Orders (DOE Order 56S0.2B);

3.

b.

controls of classified documents and information, providing the level of protection mandated
by DOE Orders (DOE Order 5635.IA);

c.

physical protection measures for classified Wormation and material, providing the level of
protection mandated by DOE Orders (DOE Order 5632.5);

d.

controls for hand-canying of classified matter on air carriers, providing the level of protection
mandated by DOE Orders (DOE Order 5635.3);

e.

a personnel security program, providing the level of protection mandated by DOE Orders, to
limit access to classified information and materi s to ustworthy individuals (DOE Order
5631 .2C);

f.

a security education and awareness program, providing the level of protection mandated by
DOE Orders (DOE Order 563 1.1B);

g.

a telecommunications security program addressing emissions security (TEMEST),
communications security, and protected distribution systems, providing the level of protection
mandated by DOE Orders (DOE Orders S300.2D, S300.3B, and 5300.4C);

h.

a classified computer security program, providing the level of protection mandated by DOE
Orders (DOE Order 5639.6);

i.

controls on classified visits, providing the level of protection mandated by DOE Orders (DOE
Order 5631.4A ); and

j.

a technical surveillance countermeasures program, providing the level of protection mandated
by DOE Orders (DOE Order 5639.5).

Documented measures to protect unclassified sesitive information and mateials from loss or
unauthorized disclosure, including the following:
a.

an operations security program, providing the level of protection mandated by DOE Orders
(DOE Order 5639.7);

b.

an information security program, providing the level of protection mandated by DOE Orders
(DOE Order 5639.1);

c.

a counterintelligence program, providing the level of protection mandated by DOE Orders
(DOE Order 5670.3);

d.

measures to identify unclassified controlled nuclear infornation (UCN[), providing the level
of protection mandated by DOE Orders (DOE Order 56503A);

e.

measures to control and protect UCNI, providing the level of protection mandated by DOE
Orders (DOE Order 5635.4);
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3.183

f.

an unclassified computer security program, providing the level of protection mandated by
DOE Orders (DOE Order 1360.2B); and

g.

a program to control unclassified visits and assignments by foreign nationals, providing the
level of protection mandated by DOE Orders (DOE Order 1240.2B).
ow Requirements Are Met

Described in the site Safeguards and Security Plans cre measures employed by the GDPs to cnsure
the following:
(a)

cffectivc management and implementation of the security proga,

(b)

protection of classified information and materis from loss or unauthorized disclosure, and

(c)

protection of sensitive unclassified information and materials from loss or unauthorized disclosure.

3.18.4

Status of Conformance

The rquirements presented in Sect. 3.18.2 ar satisfied as described in Sect 3.18.3.
3.19 CHEMICAL SAFETY
3.19.1

Basic Objecdve

Chemical safety practices shall be such as (I) to prevent or minimize chemical releases potentially
leading to the release of radioactive materials or increase radiation exposures in the work environment
or offsitc.
3.19.2

Implementation Requirements

Chemical safety programs shall be established and implemented to:
1.

Ensure that the levels of air contaminants writhin the plant are less than established standards of
OSHA (DOE Order 54B3.1B).
%

2.

Provide for the adequate storage of chemicals ad other hazardous materials (29CFR1910,
ANS1JNFPA 30.321, and 395, ANSIUL 1275).

3.19.3

How Requircments Are Met

Chemical safety programs have been implemented as described below:

1.

An active program cxists for monitoring various chemical contaminants (e.g., solvents, gases, heavy
and other metals, dusts) usually found in conjunction with radioactive materials in workplace
environments. Plant procedures are not in place at PGDP, but departmental procedures define
m'nitoring requirements (PORTS SPP-H-7).

2.

Various storage areas arm found at the facilities. Examples include designated hazardous material
siorage areas, compressed gs storage as, UF4 cylinder storage yards, and miscellaneous storage
areas. These areas are well identified, assigned to a responsible individuallorganization, and Inspected
regularly by a variety of organizations to assess compliance with the appropriate standards. The
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responsible person for ech storage rea is notified oi any nonconformanccs and initiates needed
corrective actions. Findings are tracked in an existing data base from inspection to abatement.
Compensatory measures are provided for high nd medium risk nonconformances that cannot be
abated in the near tcrm (PORTS SPP-H-22).
3.19.4

Status of Conformance

The requirements set forth in Section 3.19.3 a met as described in Section 3.19.4 with the following
general exceptions:
*

Deficiencies exist at both plants with respect to the content of implemcnting procedures and record
keeping programs.

*

Procedures and technical basis documents neod to be completed to support the design of the
workplace air monitoring program at PGDP.
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4. DEPARTMINT OF ENERGY OVERSIGHT
This chaptcr describes the DOE oversight program as planned for the GDPs during the initial lease
period. This program addresses two areas. TIe first is nuclear safety and safeguards for SNM. In this
area the DOE will provide oversight until the NRC has assumed responsibility for regulatory oversight
The second oversight area is the protection of DOE security interests, other than special nuclear materials.
DOE oversight in this arca will also continue until the NRC specifically assumes regulstory oversight of
the GDPs in this a as well.
The oversight required to ensure adequate compliance with applicable cnvironmental laws and
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) regulations (e.g., Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations)
will be performed by the EPA and is not addressed in this document Similarly, the oversight rquired
to ensure adequate compliance with applicable Occupational Safety and Health Adminisriaon (OSHA)
regulation will be performed by the Deparnent of Labor and is also not addressed in this document
4.1 ORSIGET SCOPE
The Implementation Requirements presented in Chapter 3 rpresent the essential nuclear sfety,
safeguards and security requirements derived from the Orders psented in Table 4.1. DOE Orders
addressing safeguards and security requirements am also included in Table 4.1.
Table 41. Department of Energy Orders Impacting Nuclear Safety and Nuclear Safeguards
Order
DOE Order 1240.2B
DOE Order 1270.2B
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order

1324.2A
1324.5A
1360.2B
1S40.IA
1540.2
4330.4A
4700.1
000.3B
5300.2D
300.3B
5300.4C
5400.1
5400.3
5400.5
NS400.10
5480.1B
5480.3

DOE Order 5480.4

Title
'Unclassified Visits and Assignments by Foreign Nationals"
"Safeguards Agreemcnt with the International Atomic Energy
Agency"
"Records Disposition"
"Records Management Program"
"Materials Transportation and Traffic Mangement"
'Materials Transportation and Traffic Management"
'Hazardous Material Packaging for Transportation - Administrative Process"
"Maintenance Management Program"
"Project Management System"
'Occurrence Reporting" (replaces 000.3A)
"Telecommunications: Emission Security (TEMPEST)
"Telecommunications: Communication Security"
"Telecommunications: Protcted Distribution Systems'
"General Environmental Protection Program"
"Hazardous and Mixed Waste Program"
"Radiation Protection of the Public and the Environment"
'Sealed Radioactive Source Accountability'
"Environmcnt Safety and Health Program for DOE Operations"
"Safety Requirements for Packaging and Transportation of Hazardous
Materials"
"Environmental Protection Safety and Health Protection Standards"
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Table 4.1. Department of Energy Orders Impacting Nuclear Safety (continued)
Order
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE

Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order

5480.5
5480.7
5480.8A
5480.9
5480.10
5480.11
5480.15
5480.16
5480.18A

DOE Order 5480.19
DOE Order 5480.20
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order
DOE Order

5480.21
5480.22
5480.3
5480.24
5482.1B
S483.1B

DOE Order S484.IA
DOE Order 5500.1B
DOE Order 5500.28
DOE Order 5500.3A
DOE Order 5500.4
DOE Order 5500. 10
DOE Order 5630.1 IA
DOE Order 5630.12A
DOE Order 5630.14A
DOE Order 5630.15
DOE Order 5630.16
DOE Order 5631.1B
DOE Order 5631.2C
DOE Order 5631.4A
DOE Order 5632.18
DOE Order 5632.2A
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE

Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order

5632.5
5632.7
632.7.1
5632.8
5632.9A
5633.2A

DOE Order 5633.3A
DOE Order 5633.4
DOE Order 633.5A
DOE Order 5634.1B
DOE Order 5635.1A
DOE Order 5635.3

Title
"Safety of Nuclear Facilities"
"Fire Protection"
"Contractor Occupational Medical Proiram"
"Construction Safety nd Health Program"
"Contractor Industrial Hygiene Program"
'Radiation Protection for Occupational Workers and change I and 2
"DOE Labortory Accreditation Program for Personal Dosimetry"
'Firearms Safety
"Accreditation of Performance-Based Training for Category A Ractors and
Nuclear Facilities"
"Conduct of Operations Requirements for DOE Facilities"
'Personnel Selection, Qualification, Training and Staffng Requirements at
DOE Reactor and Nonractor Facilities"
"iUnrcviewed Safety Questions"
'Technical Safety Requirements'
"Nuclear Safety Analysis Reports"
"Nuclear Criticality Safety'
"Environment, Safety, & Hcalth Appraisal Program"
"Occupational Safety & Health Program for DOE ConftctorlEmployees at
Government-Owned Contractor-Opted Facilities"
"Environmental Protection Safety and Health Protection Information
Reporting Requirements"
"Emergency Management Systems"
'Emergency Categories, Classes Notification and Reporting"
'Planning and Preparedness for Operational Emergencies"
"Public Affairs Policy and Planning Requirements for Emergencies"
"Emergency Readiness Assurance Program"
"Safcguards and Security Program"
"Safeguards and Security Ispection and Evaluation Program"
"Safeguards and Security Program Planning"
"Safeguards and Security Training Prtoram"
"Safeguards and Securty Pcrformance Test Program"
"Security Education Briefing and Awness Program"
"Personnel Security Program"
"Control of Classified Visits"
"Protection Program Operations"
'Physical Protection of Special Nuclear Material and Vital
Equipment"
"Physical Protection of Classified Matter"
'Protective Forces"
"Firearms Qualification Courses Manual"
"Protection program operations - Systems Performance Tests"
"Issuance and Control of Security Badges Credentials, and Shields"
"Control and Accountability of Nuclear Materials: Responsibilities and
Authorities" ,
"Control and Accountability of Nuclear Materials"
"Nuclear Materials Transactions: Documentation and Reporting"
"Nuclear Materials Reporting and Data Submission"
"Facility Approval, Security Surveys, and Nuclear Materials Surveys"
"Control of Classified Documents and Infornation'
liand Carrying Classified Matter on Air Carriers:"
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Table 4.1. Department of Enery Orders Impactitg Nuclear Safety (continued)
Order
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE
DOE

Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order
Order

5635.4
5639.1
5639.3
5639.5
5639.6
5639.7
5650.2B
56S0.3A
5670.3
5700.6C
5820.2A
6430.1A

Title
'Protection of Unclassified Controlled Nuclear nformation"
Lnforration Security Program"
'Violation of Laws, Losses, and Incidents of Security Concern"
"Technical Survcillancc Countenneasures Programn"
"Classified Computcr Security Program"
'Operations Security Prgram"

"Identification of Classified Iformation"

'Identification of Unclassified Controlled Nuclear Information"
'Counterintelligence Program"
"Quality Assurance"
"Radioactive Wte Managemcnt
.General

Design Criteria"
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4.2

PROGRAM FOR OVERSIGHT OF USEC

4.2.1

Regulatory Oversight Manager

The DOE program for nuclear safety and safeguards and security oversight of USEC operation of the
GDPs is based on the program, described in Chapter 2, that has been used successfully to oversee past
operation of the GDPs. However, the transition in the DOE role from GDP manager to regulator
necessitates changes in the sructure of the oversight program. The DOE Regulatory Ovenight Manager
will be the DOE manager for nuclear safety and safeguards and security oversight of the GDPs. In this
role, the DOE Regulatory Oversight Manager is responsible for discharging those oversight responsibilities
traditionally assigned to both the DOE headquarters and field organizadons.
4.2.2

Audits and Appraisals

Tbe DOE Regulatory Oversight Manager is responsible for scheduling and managing DOE appraisals
and reviews to verify conformance with the Implementation Requirnents in this document. Where
appropriate, the DOE Regulatory Oversight Manager shall use qualified ORO personnel and DOE
Headquarters personnel, including personnel from the Office of Envirorunent, Safety, and Health (EH),
to serve as appraisal team members. Independent reviews and apprisals by DOE Headquarters oversight
groups responsible for nuclear safety will also be coordinated by the DOE Regulatory Oversight Manager.
DOE appraisals are currently conducted in accordance with an Integrated Mater Schedule for the
GDPs.' Consistent with DOE's Uranium Enrichment Self-Assessmcnt Program, DOE appraisals
addressing the Implementation Requirements in Chapter 3 shall be continued at the frequecies provided
in Table 4.2. Changes in these frequencies may result from changed trends in occurreoce reports, from
the results of the USEC internal appraisals, or when identified nuclear safety issues indicate that additional
appraisals are required. More than one topical area may be addressed in a single appraisal. DOE
appraisals addressing the protection of security interests, other than special nuclear material shall be
conducted annually. The DOE appraisals may be announced or unannounced. At least one un^nnounced
appraisal, addressing one or more of the basic objectives in Chapter3, will be performed annually. DOE
may, at its discretion, conduct appraisals concurrent with USEC independent internal appraisal activities
or observe and review these activities as a part of the appraisals addressing managerial controls and
oversight or quality assurance. An independent review or appraisarby select DOE Headquarters oversight
groups may be conducted on a quarterly basis addressing one or more of the topical areas. These reviews
will be coordinated with the Regulatory Oversight Manager.
In addition to the DOE appraisals, USEC shall ensure that internal appraisals are conducted (i.e., self.
assessments), which shall address all of the Implementation Requirements in Chapter 3 at least annually,
with the Implementation Requirements for half of the basic objectives in Chapter 3 addressed during the
first half of each fiscal year. At the beginning of each fiscal year, USEC shall submit to the Regulatory
Oversight Manager its schedule for internal appraisals. USEC shall submit internal appraisal reports and
planned corrective actions, including completion schedules, to DOE within 30 days of the completion of
the internal appraisal field work.
4.2.3

Operational Oversight

DOE site safety representatives shall be assigned to each GDP and shall be provided office space by
USEC. These site representatives will report to the DOE Regulatory Oversight Manger and continue
oversight of day-to-day operations by maintaining a site presence for surveillance and inspection of
operational activities to ensure that plant continues to meet the Implementation Requirements set forth in
Chapter 3. In addition, DOE shall conduct investigations of all events relating to nuclear safety or
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saceguards designated as requiring an investiga:ion in DOE Order 5484.IA, "Environmental Protection,
Safety, and Health Protection Information Reporting Requirements."
Table 4.2. DOE apprausl frequency
Chapter 3 topical arca

Appraisa fquccncy

Appraisal fequency

3.1 Organization Plan

Every 2 Years

3.2 Managerial Controls and Oversight

Every 1 Year

3.3 Operations

Every I Years

3.4 Engineering Reviews

Every I Years

3.5 Training and Qualifiation

Every 2 Years

3.6 Quality Assurance

Every I Year

3.7 Maintenance

Every 2 Years

3.8 Radiation Protection Programs, Systems, Designs and Permits

Every 1 Year

3.9 Nuclear Criticality Safety

Every I Year

3.10 Fire Protection

Every I Year

3.11 Environmental Protection

Every 3 Years

3.12 Nuclear Material Safeguards

Every I Years

3.13 Emergency Preparedness

Every 1 Year

3.14 Packaging and Transporting Nuclear Materials

Every 2 years

3.15 Sampling and Analysis

Every 2 Years

3.16 Waste Management Program

Every 2 Years

3.17 Accident Analysis

Every I Year

3.18 Security

PORTS-I Year
PGDP-1.5 Year
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5. CONCLUSIONS
Thc original GDP designs, which were based on technology and rquircmcnts existing when
the GDPs were constructcd, incorporated an adequate degree of safety as shown through 40 years
of safe operation. The overall safety of he original designs has bcn improved through upgradc
projects and through the application of lessons learned over the GDPs' operahional lifetime. The
conclusion he plants' original designs incorporated an adequate degree of safety is reinforced by the
1985 FSARs and subsequent upgrade analyscs.
The plants are opcrating safely under the auspices of thc DOE nuclear safety and safeguards
and security framework. This conclusion is supported by the results of both thc DOE audit and
appraisal program and special assessments.
The plants can continue to be operated safely in accordance with the requirements in
Chapter 3. USECs commitments to continue to meet the implementation requirements set forth in
Chapter 3 coupled with DOE's oversight plan in Chapter 4 provide adequate assurance that the
plants ill continuc to be operated satcly during the interim period.
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February 1991

Investigation of Occurrence Involving Release of Uranium Hexafluoridefrom a 14-Ton Cylinder at the
Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant on lay 7, 1978, ORO-757, June 1, 1978
In vestigation of a Uranium Hexafluoide Release Incident on September 17, 1975, in thc K-1 423 Toll
Enrichment Facility, K-P-6197, Dece Fiber 9, 197S

Portsmouth Gascous Diffusion Plant Final Safety Analysis Report, GAT/GDP-1073
Uranium Herafluoride fanual of Good Handling Practices,AERO-651
RCRA Interim Status Regulations 3008h Consent Order, PORTS only
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Rcauthorization Act (SARA) Title III Public Law 99499 Scct. 303 and 312 40 CFR Parts 355 and
370
USDOE Environment Safety and Health Management Performance Objectives and Criteria for Tiger
Team Management Assessment
USDOE Performance Objectives and Criteria for Technical Safety Appraisals at DOE Facilities and
Sites
USDOE Performance Objectives and Criteria for Conducting DOE Environmental Audits and
Environmental Tiger Team Assessments (Undated)
NRC Regulatory Guide 7.9, Standard Format and Content of Part 72 Applications for Approval of
Type B Packaging'
Recommended Seismic HazardLevelsforthe Oak Ridge, Tennessee;Paducah, Kentucky; Fcrnal4Ohio;
andPortsmouzk Ohio DepartnentofEneryReseirvafions,K/BD-1025/RI, Beavers, Manrod, and
Stoddart

Hagenaucr and Mayer, MethodsforNondestacdveAssayHoldup Measurementsin Shutdown Uranium
Enrichment Faci7ties, Kl{TP424, 1991
KY-783, 'Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Continued Operation Hazards Analysis/RiskEvaluation,
December 1989
POEF-2020, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Continued Operation Hazards Analysis/Risk
Evaluation,- December 1989
ORO-651, Rev. 6, Uranium Hcxafluoridc: A Manual of Good Handling Practices October 1991
OR-690, oHistorical Radionuclide Releases from Current DOE Oak Ridge Operations Office
Facilities,' May 1988
ESIESH-22W4, POEF-2090, "Portsmouth Gaseous Diffusion Plant Environmental Report for 1991,'
October 1992
ES/ESH-22/V2, Paducah Gaseous Diffusion Plant Environmental Report for 1991,' October 1992
Wilkerson and Workman, Gaseous Diffusion PlantReliability Study Program, KIC-1375, Rev. 9,
Scptembcr 1988
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Appcndbc A
TYPICAL SAFETY ANALYSES ACIVITIES SINCE COMPLETION
OF THE 1985 FSAR
PORTSMOUTH:
FSAR Revisions
Revision 1: November 25, 1986: Changes to incorporate the addition of the frcezer/sublimcrs.
Revision 2: November 25, 1986: Changes to incorporate the addition of the UFS containment
projects at the feed and withdrawal areas and various administrative changes.
Revision 3: January 20, 1988; Various administrative changes.
Revision 4: June 26, 1989: Various administrative changes.
Revision 5: March 2, 1990: Changes to incorporate the X-705 waste water treatment system.
Revision 6: May 21, 1990: Changcs to incorporate modifications to the X-705 truck alley sump pit,
the X-705 pH adjustment system, and the X-705 small cylinder rise pit.
Revision 7: November 7, 1990: Various administrative changes.
Revision 8: April 26, 1991: Various administrative and editorial changes.
Revision 9: July 27, 1992: Changes to incorporate the modifications to the limiting safety system
settings and safety limits for the X-705 microfiltration permeate bag filter pressure differential
shutdown system.
Safety Analysis Activities Since 1985
1.

Since 1985, approximately 250 safety assessments have been approved for plant modifications
and testing. This number does not include assessments that are still in progress or awaiting

approval.
2.

On August 24, 1992, PORTS instituted the Unreviewed Safety Question Program. Since
that time, 35 USQDs have been approved, and approximately 75 others are in progress or

awaiting approval.
3.

A detailed Safety System Analysis was performed for the Highly Enriched Uranium
Suspension Project. This analysis included all modifications required to ensure the safety of
the shutdown cells, piping modifications, and extended range product withdrawal
modifications. It also included the necessary OSR changes. DOE approved this analysis.

4.

A detailed PRA was performed for the liquid UF6 handling facilities at PORTS. The PRA
examined all aspects of the operations, design, and construction of the facilities and
quantified the frequency of events.
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Appendix A (Continued)
TYPICAL SAFEMY ANALYSES ACTIVITIES SINCE COMPLETION
OF T-lE 1985 FSAR
OSR (GAT/GDP 1074 PARTS A THROUGH L) CHANGES SINCE 1985
PART A

08/86

General changes to rcflect SAR revisions.

03/87

Added section on deviation from an OSR.

086

General changes to reflect FSAR revisions.

10/92

HEU suspension modifications.

PART C

05/87

General changes to reflect FSAR revisions.

PART D

02183

Dropped several safety systems.

07186

Changed high weight setting to 8200 pounds plus other general
changes.

09/87

Changed to show a valving modification for separating freon from

PART B

UF6.

PART E

02187

General changes to reflect FSAR revisions.

PART F

10/86

General changes to rflecL FSAR revisions.

03/87

Changed section concerning deviation from OSRs.

04/92

Changed cylinder low pressure safety system basis.

PART G

No changes.

PART H

11/89
05192

Major changes to reflect new waste treatment systems.
Changed bag filter pressure differential safety limit and limiting safety
system setting.

PART 1

09/87

General changes to reflect FSAR revisions.

PART J
PART K
PART L

No changes.
08186

General changes to reflect FSAR revisions.

10192

Changed to reflect raising assay limit of 10-ton cylinders to 5%.

03/87

Changed to reflect concern over shaft seal lubrication pressure.

All PARTS arc being revised during 1993.
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Appendix A (Continued)
TYPICAL SAFETY ANALYSES ACfIVrnES SINCE COMPLETION
OF THE 1985 FSAR

Opcrational Saretv Requirements
X-330 and X-333 Uranium Enrichment Cascades-Part A
X-326 Uranium Enrichment and Purge Cascades-Part B
Freon Degraders-Part C
Freczer/Sublimcrs-Part D
X-330 and X-333 Cold Recovery Systems-Part E
UF6 Cylinder Heating Autoclaves-Part F
X-326 High Assay Sampling Facility-Part G
X-706 Decontamination Building-Part H
X-345 SNM Storage Facility-Part I
HF Tank Farm-Part J
ERP, LAW, and TAILS Withdrawal Facilities-Part K
X-345 High Assay Sampling Facility-Part L
PADUCAH:
FSAR Revisions
Revision 1: Issued approved September 6, 1985; C-340 Metal Casting Facility.
Revision 2: Issued approved March 31, 1986; Misccllaneous Changes.
Revision 3 (originally submitted as Rcvision 5): Issued approved May 15, 1989; PICS
Frcezer/Sublimcr Relocates.
Revision 4: Approved April 19, 1989; Normetex Pump Additions.
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Appcndix A (Continued)
TYPICAL SAFETY ANALYSES ACllVITES SINCE COMPLETION
OF THE 1985 FSAR
Unapprovcd Submittals-Supportine Line 11cm Construction Proiects (All Completed
Revision 3: Chemical Operations.
Rcvision 6: Intermediate Gas Removal System and C.360 Toll Transfer and Sampling Facility
Modifications.
Rcvision 7: Seismic Upgrade.
Safety Analysis Activities Since March 1985
I.

Approximately 330 Safety Assessments (or PSRs) have been completed for plant
modifications initiated by ESOs. Another 75 projects initiated through ESRs have also bcn
assssed.

2.

On September 27, 1991, a USQD program was instituted at PGDP. Since that time, 47
safety evaluations (or PSEs) of proposed changes, tests, or experiments have been
completed. By September 1993, the USQD process will be integrated into PSRs in the form
of a PSE to determine the applicability of the DOE order. Since September 1990, 92 safety
evaluations have been made through the PSR process.

3.

KY-792 System Safety Analysis (SSA) for the HigherAssay UpgradingProject (HA UP), has

been submitted to DOE for final approval following comment and resolution activities. This
SSA will provide the authorization basis (including interim OSR) for PGDP operation at an
assay of S wt %.
OVerational Safety Requirements

-

Revisions

KYID-3971, OperationalSafety Requirementsfor UF, Enrichment Cascade
Issued: March 29, 1985.
Revision 1: April 28, 1986.
Revision 2: Februay 25, 1987.
Revision 3: November 1, 1991.
Revision 4: June 16, 1992.
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Appcndix A (Continucd)
TYPICAL SAFETY ANALYSES ACTIV1ES SINCE COM3PLETION
OF THE 1985 FSAR
KY/D-3 972, OperationalSafety Requirements for C.360 Toll Transfer and Sampling Facilities
Issued: March 29, 1985.
Revision 1: March 27, 1987.
Revision 2: Dcccmber 10, 1990.
Revision 3: February 4, 1993.
KY/D-3973, OperationalSafety Requirementsfor Chemical Operations
Issued: March 29, 1985.
Revision 1: February 27, 1987.
Revision 2: September 20, 1988.
Revision 3: April 6, 1992.
KY/D-3974, OperationalSafety Requirements for Product and Tails Withdrawal Facilities
Issued: March 29, 1985.
Revision 1: June 30, 1986.
Revision 2: April 19, 1989.
Revision 3: June 9, 1992.
KY/D-415 1, OperationalSafety Requirementsfor UF, Feed Facilities
Issued: February 26, 1986.
Revision 1: June 23, 1989.
Revision 2: February 4, 1993.
Submitted but not Approved
KYI-L1493, OperationalSafety Requirements for the PGDPC.710 Facility,submitted July 15. 1988.
KY/IH-188, OperationalSafety Requirementsfor CriticalityAccident Alarm System, submitted July 1,
199)
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